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ABSTRACT

This thesis is concerned with a description of some aspects of

standard Japanese as an application of the theory of Axiomatic

Functionalism.

Being motivated by the behaviors of the so called "particles" in

constructions (generally speaking "sentences", but "syntagms" in AF

sense), I attempt syntactic analyses of certain syntagms containing

these particles in standard Japanese, following the Axiomatic

Funtionalist approach. These analyses * consequently reach the

establishment of a certain number of types of construction as well as

predicative. (As to technical terms, the details are discussed in the

chapters.)

Chapter 1 represents the relevant principles of Axiomatic

Functionalism, which will be especially useful for readers not

familiar with AF in understanding how I approach the analysis of the

syntagms in question.

Since in Axiomatic Functionalism, units which are dealt with in

syntax are restricted to duly justified syntactic entities (plererues

and syntagms; the details in Chapter 1), Chapter 2 challenges the

status of "particles" and examines whether or not they should be

considered as syntactic units.

Chapters 3 and are concerned with the actual syntactic analyses

of a certain number of syntagms with particles. At the beginning; of

Chapter 3, I establish the number of types of predicative and their

corresponding types of construction.



Chapter 5 attempts to solve some problems concerning the

classification of types of predicative, considering both the AF

approach and the selected.field of phenomena, i.e. standard Japanese.
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REMARKS

appx. - means "appendix" which is shown after all the
chapters.

N. - means "note" which is shown after all the

chapters.

ft. - means "foot note" which is shown at the bottom
of the page concerned.

Def. - means "definition". All the definitions of terms
are presented in the postulates of Axiomatic
Functionalists' theory, (pp.41-63: TSOL)
This abbriviation does not refer to any of the defini¬
tions in the AF semantics postulates (pp.203-211).



CHAPTER 1: RELEVANT PRINCIPLES OF AXIOMATIC FUNCTIONAL ISM

1-1 Introductory

Up to this time, many articles have been written on the

description of some aspects of Japanese. The Chomskyan revolution

especially has had, whether directly or indirectly, a great influence

on the the survey of Japanese, both in and outside Japan especially in

the 1970s. Although it is claimed that descriptions within the

framework of Transformationalism are based on a theory, and it may

possibly be said that the analysis is, in this sense, quite different

from traditional grammars, there have been many -inconsistencies within

those descriptions. Without question, the idea of a theory as an

instrument for description has to be appreciated and can be considered

an important development in the more recent history of linguistics.

Without it, linguistics would not be entitled "scientific study of

language".

A further step, however, is required in that the theory employed

should be an instrument enabling us sufficiently to describe any

language, whether English, Japanese, Chinese, or Arabic, etc.. In

this respect, hitherto, transformationalism has not been successful in

its investigation of the Japanese language. Although there is some

doubt as to whether the problem is in the application of the theory or

in the theory itself, I do not intend to discuss this here.
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The present chapter is concerned with relevant principles of

Axiomatic Functionalism since the description of certain aspects of

Japanese in this thesis is based on AF theory. I may point out here

and there inconsistencies or inadequacies to be found in other

treatments of the same problems, mainly within the frame-work of

Transformational Grammar, in order to make myself clearly understood

and to avoid misunderstandings with regard to my application of AF

theory, but I shall not go into a syntactic discussion of other

linguists' contributions.
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1-2 Particles to be Dealt with in the Description of Japanese

1-2-1. Introductory; Historical Background

Particles, so called "josi" its literal meaning is 'helping

term') are normally attached, as postpositions, to nouns,

noun-phrases, verbs and verb-phrases or to other particles. (ft.1)

Traditional grammarians, especially up to the 19th century,

concentrated on the study of particles to represent how the same unit

with different particles is different in usage and meaning. Since

Japanese verses, so called "tanka" or "haiku" contain only thirty-one

or seventeen syllables respectively, the changing of one syllable in

them produces a great difference in the appreciation of the verses.

It was, therefore, natural for scholars to pay attention to the usage

of particles and this study was actually very useful for poets

whenever they composed verses. In other words, grammars, if they are

worthy of the name 'grammar' at all, were limited to the usage of

particles, or to their interpretations.

Even after Japan opened her gates to the rest of the world, this
f

attitude seems to have persisted, and scholars have begun to realise

that even research into Japanese grammars had been backward. As

Western civilisations were introduced at a prodigious rate into Japan,

so Japanese grammars, in an attempt to catch up with European

grammars, copied and borrowed, unhesitatingly, grammatical notions

from the West. Before asking what "subject" is, units with particles

1. Those terms, which are traditionally called grammatical
categories, are at the moment to be interpreted in a similar way to
traditional grammars although later on Axiomatic Functionalism will
clarify in what sense these kind of term are used.
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"wa" or "ga" were taught as "subject" at school.

Linguistics is quite a new subject compared with other subjects

so that we cannot deny its lack of development and its inadequate

investigations. Moreover, it is only recently that linguists have

realised what linguistics should be as a scientific subject; the

question of universality, the structural aspect of language and so on,

have been discussed only in this century, originally by De Saussure.

This step in linguistics seemed without question to be endorsed in the

description of Japanese among linguists who are considered, and even

consider themselves, as different to scholars of Japanese, the so

called "kokugogaku sha" - the mother tongue scholar). But

unfortunately, they have still, with few exceptions, based their

description of the language either on foreign grammars or in terms of

traditional approaches. This may be the main reason why such

linguists were shocked at Mikami's (1960) sensational statement that

there does not exist the notion "subject" in Japanese. Most grammar

books on Japanese always offer the brief excuse, "....because in

European languages, we can find the same or equivalent unit,....", and

they use the term "subject" generally used in European languages, for

instance, as if it were identical with an entity containing "wa" or

"ga" in Japanese. On this point, Mikarni seems to realise that there

are discrepancies between a European "subject" and such an entity. He

interprets the term "subject" in European languages as "an entity

which is in agreement (or concord) with "predicate" (in a general

sense) . He claims, therefore, giving the reason that there is no

such agreement in Japanese, that "subject" can be hardly applied to an

entity with "wa" or "ga". However, because he arrives at the

conclusion that any construction with "wa" should be called "daimoku"
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- theme), we cannot help having the impression that he merely

changes the name of "subject" into "theme", or that he gives this term

because constructions "wa" have a "thematic" meaning. As we will see

in Chapter 3 and 4, entities with "wa" can be considered as "subject",

"object", or some other notion (= labels in A.F., Cf. 1-2-2) in

accordance with different constructions.

It is more absurd that Kuno (1977), in opposition to Mikami's

statement, sticks to the existence of a "subject" in Japanese, with

some evidence from occurrences in which there is " agreement" between

"subject" and "predicate" as in European languages; e.g. in

honorific expressions, in the rule of the place where numerals are put

in, and so on. According to my own observations, however, sometimes

the "subject", if expressed, agrees with the predicate, in some, but

not in all, honorific expressions. (appx. 1)

Here, we cannot but ask the question: why comparison? Many

languages have been described by comparison of one language with

another. Many grammars have been established by imposing a grammar of

a different language on it. This tendency has been exhibited over and

over again in the course of history. It is perhaps because a

description of a language requires some kind of device or instrument

for it to be possible at all. When the necessity of such a device was

not yet realised, many linguists must have used the already existing

grammars for the description of other languages. Let us call such a

device "theory".

It is a recent trend, especially since the 1930s., that the term

"theory" has been used by linguists. It seems that this trend, i.e.

attempting to be scientific, is a progressive step, but to one's
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regret, there still remains the question how many "theories" are

worthy of this name or how many of them, if they could be called

"theories" at all, would stand the test of being consistent, and

adequate. For instance, if one looks at the transformational grammar

of the Japanese language, one cannot get away from the impression that

the description is merely derived from a transformational grammar of

English. Actually, Kitagawa (1981), a transformationalist, confesses

that "Linguistic analyses developed within the generative school have

been primarily formal characterizations of constructions found in

English. The hope underlying the work of transformational grammarians

was that by studying a single language in great depth one would be

able to postulate rules and principles which 'have explanatory force

but are underdetermined by evidence to the language learner' (Chomsky

1981:6). Hence, these rules and principles- are attributed to

Universal Grammar." (p3)

The question remains, however, whether we can consistently

regard, say, "NP", "VP", "N", as universal, i.e. pertaining to any

language. In what sense are such terms used? In Japanese, one would

not, in my opinion, necessarily use "VP" in the same way as in

English. Of course, the sentence would be always "NP + VP" if one

were allowed to translate Japanese into English as is taught at

secondary shcool. In this respect, Axiomatic Functionalists insist on

the point that the description of one language should be totally

separated from that of another although, as we will see later, such

descriptions are based on one and the same theory. We can hardly

believe that a universal grammar in the Transformationalists' sense is

established by the elaborate description of a particular language.
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1-2-2 Description and Theory-

Mulder, who initiated Axiomatic Functionalism, says that the

principal aim of Linguistics is "to make possible the scientific

description of any chosen field of speech-phenomena" and "in order to

do so, Linguists have to provide a theory as a device." (TSOL: p16)

In Axiomatic Functionalism, a linguistic description is defined as the

application of a linguistic theory to a selected field of speech

phenomena. For instance, suppose we have .' speech^ phenomena of

Japanese as data, and we are interested in a particular set of

phenomena, let's say, "particles and their behaviour in

constructions". We have,• thus, selected a particular field of

phenomena. Now, the theory we employ should make it possible for us

to provide a description of these selected phenomena. In this case,

as our aim is a limited one (i.e. "particles"), we employ only the

relevant aspects of the theory, without, however, losing sight of the

whole. Linguistic descriptions, if not based on one and the same

theory, are not intercomparable, except via an implicit comparison of

the theories involved. That is, descriptions are at least as much the

product of theories, as they are of the observation of phenomena. In

other words, descriptions presuppose a theory while at the same time

they presuppose a field of phenomena. Descriptions, in the AF sense,

are implementations of a theory, i.e. the notions of the theory are

implemented in descriptions under the theory. In other words, a

description and everything in it must be justified by the theory. But

at the same time, it must be in agreement with the phenomena to be

described. Fig. 1 shows that there is a one-to-one relation between

a particular description and a particular field of phenomena, but



there is a one-to-many relation between the theory and the

descriptions based on it. The pointed arrows ( * ) mean "imply" or

"presuppose". (Cf. TSOL: p.18)

I Theory )

Description of
Japanese

Description of
English

Description of
Chinese

V

Description of
Irish

Description of
German

fig. 1

GJ apanese

( English

-> ^Chinese
"> ( Irish

^Gjerman
- phenomena -

Axiomatic Functionalism uses a hypothetico-deductive approach as

its underlying philosophical principle. As Hjelmslev (1953) suggests,

'A linguistic theory is ... independent of any experience, ...

includes no existence postulate. It (= theory) constitues what has

been called a purely deductive system....' (p1^), and 'The theory

consists of a calculation from the fewest and most general possible

premises.... The calculation permits the prediction of

possibilities...." (p. 15) Here, as to premise-s, we have to note that

AF disagrees with Hjelmslev. Mulder's theory does not 'predict'

possible occurrences, but claims to provide 'the means for an

interpretation' of possible occurrences. This difference is perceived

if we see the clear distinction between "description" and "theory" in

AF, while Hjelmslev does not clearly distinguish between them. It

seems, in fact, that Hjelmslev is inconsistent, because if one can
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predict phenomena from the theory, there must be some existential

import in the theory.

AF theory proposes six axioms as statements which are introduced

as initial premisses, being on the top of the deductive hierarchy.

They remain, by their own nature, arbitrary. At the same time,

however, they are required to be appropriate in respect of the general

aim of the theory, i.e. to be an instrument in the description of

speech-phenomena. This requirement of approprieteness extends to all

facets of the theory, not only to the axioms as such.

The axioms contain terms which are either primitive or

meaningless. In the latter case, they are made meaningful by

definitions. Primitive terms are terms which are left undefined

because it is assumed that their meaning will be clear enough. For

example, Axiom D (p.56: TSOL) says "All semiotic systems contain

sentences." The terms "all" and "contain" are primitive terms and

"semiotic systems" and "sentences" are meaningless terms in this

Axiom. The latter terms become meaningful by definitions, i.e. by

Def.5 and Def.20 respectively.

The axioms may lead, together with definitions, to theorems by

deduction. The terms which are introduced by the definitions

constitute the "notions" of the theory. • These notions are used in the

description as the application of the theory.

The theory has to be "consistent", as well as "adequate", which

leads to its being a "good theory". The theory should also be as

simple as possible, keeping "consistency" and "adequacy" in mind.
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As the name itself implies, Axiomatic Functionalism incorporates

principles of Functionalism in that, for instance, as Martinet (1961)

claims, "Function is the criterion of linguistic reality" and
another important notion in A.F. is,
yy "Language is a semiotic system with a double articulation." (N.1) But

in A.F., such dicta are expressed with greater precision, and the

notions in it are, if necessary, redefined.

Descriptions also contain statements, but they have the status of

hypotheses. This means that hypotheses in description either can be

refuted or can be upheld in the absence of refutation. Statements in

description must be justified by the theory employed as well as by the

selected field of phenomena. Descriptive statements, since

description presupposes the theory, are dependent on the theory, but

not all terms used in description derive from the theory. There are

also mere "labels" which are relating to conditions in the phenomena

for the matter of conveniences. They are entirely language specific

and only valid for the particular description in question. For

instance, one may be allowed to make a statement with a label

"subject" in the description of Japanese, but this might be and

actually is often different from that in English or whatever language.

With regard to this example, say, syntactic investigation, in the

theory, we have only underlying structures which are defined as

"abstract representations of a chain in terms of positions (=

relations) (see 3-1) with or without indication of functional

dependencies, (see 3-1) or occurrence dependencies (see 3-1)". Those

positions in underlying structures in the theory may be replaced by

convenient labels at the stage, of describing a language. For

instance, we may have an underlying structure like ' [x] ? z' in

which 'x' and 'z' show positions and 'x' is an expansion (see 3-1) as
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well as subordinated to 'z'. They may be replaced by convenient

labels indicating positions like

[subject] > predicative syntagm (see 1-3-2)

in the description of Japanese. The details of these symbols and

relations will be furnished in later chapters. Here, Axiomatic

Functionalists emphasise the points that there is a clear distinction

between theory and description and that descriptive terms, labels are

employed only for conveniences so that they are purely language

specific; therefore, we hardly fall into the same type of error,

mentioned above, as many other linguists have done, and we would, for

instance, not have to face the inconvenience of Mikami's abolishment

of the term "subject" once we have realised that* the term "subject" in

Japanese can never refer to the same entity or relation in the

description of any other language.
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1-3 Particles to be Dealt with in Grammar

1-3-1. Confusion between Grammar and Semantics

There seems to be another point to be discussed which is clear in

AF while it seems not to be sufficiently clear in other approaches.

Although it is generally said that "semantics" is a very recent

research interest among linguists, it seems that traditionally,

linguistics has been more concerned with the meaning of linguistic

units than with their form or deployment, although the term

"semantics" was not actually used. Most terms used in traditional

grammar books (e.g. "noun", "verb", "subject", "object", etc.) refer

more to their meanings than to their formal properties. Therefore,

even now, many linguists use "grammar" and "semantics" in which they

appear to make statements differently, but in reality whenever they

talk about "grammar", they seem often to be confusing "grammar" with

"semantics". A typical example of this trend is perhaps seen in

transformationalists' statements. For instance, the transformational

grammar of Japanese gives an enormous number of constructions (deep

structures); the structures of "causative sentences", "passive

sentences", "causative-passive sentences", "potential sentences",

etc., etc.. (Cf. Inoue (1976)) All these names are given because of

the referential translation meaning of the predicates involved. We

cannot get away from the impression that English translations are

actually involved in the procedure.

Another example is, Kuno's (1973) statement of some kind of "ga"

and "wa" constructions; "thematic-wa", "contrastive-wa", "exhaustive

listing-ga", and "neutral-ga". Indeed, "sign identification" is an
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important consideration, but this cannot be done via intuitive

assessment of a difference in translation meaning. For the same form,

we have to hypothesise the same denotation, and we stick to it until

and unless this hypothesis is refuted. It is not consistently

claimed, therefore, that the same meaning is considered as the same in

syntax. Conversely, constructions with "wa" which give different

meanings (e.g. "thematic", and "contrastive", etc.) may be considered

as the same in syntax.

If a unit 'a' is related to a unit * b* in the same way as a unit

'c' to 'b' in syntax, we are tempted to claim that 'a' and 'c' are

syntactically related to *b• in the same way. In this case, whether,

they take "ga" or "wa", their semantic difference is not always taken

into consideration. Kuno's assumptions regarding "ga" and "wa" are

for the most part semantically oriented. This differs profoundly from

the way Axiomatic Functionalism would deal with such problems. I

should like to say that Kuno confuses semantics with grammar.

It seems absurd to me that he claims that as an exception or an

addition to the "normal category", units with "ga" in the following

sentences are to be regarded as "accusative",

iu p'n
watasi wa kare ga sukida. (I like him.)
(I) - (he) - (like) (ft.1)

ik it I3tv\
watasi wa mizu ga hosii. (I want water.)
(I) - (water) - (want)

iu it
watasi wa kare ga urayamasii. (I envy him.)
(I) - (he) - (envy)

1. Translations in brackets.
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We must realise that the "object" which is the aim of one's showing

likeness or feeling of something, is obviously different from the term

"object" used in grammar. What 'I' like, what 'I' want and what 'I'

envy in semantics are, without question, irrelevant to what we call

"object" in grammar. It seems again that the term "object" is due to

a judgement from English translations.

In Axiomatic Functionalism, the theory gives an autonomous status

to each of grammar and semantics, although they are mutually

complementary since they are both part of an integrated theory. The

reason why they are autonomous is, apart from the basic idea that

grammar is concerned with the internal deployments of signa (N.2) and

semantics with the external deployment of signs (N.3), that we may

find discrepancies between grammatical entities and semantic entities,

i.e. they are not necessarily isomorphic. Grammar, i.e. morphology

and syntax, looks upon signa, not from the point of view of their

forms or their meanings, but from the viewpoint of the constructional

role they play in morphological and syntactic structures. On the

other hand, semantics is in principle capable of providing a theory

for the description of the denotation (N.4) of any wholly

convention-bound index (=sign) regardless of the question of its

grammatical role in the language. Signa that are not signs, though

they may be grammatical entities of a language because they are

endowed with grammatical function, fall outside the scope of the

semantic theory. In other words, grammatical and semantic entities,

if they correspond to each other, establish linguistic signs. It is

also important that semantic entities may have a one-to-many relation

with grammatical entities. For instance, the same denotation of 'cat'
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corresponds to, in grammar, both a moneme (ft.1) ('cat* in 'cats') and

a plereme (ft.2) ('cat' in 'a cat'); this also proves their autonomy.

1. minimum grammatical entity

2. minimum syntactic entity; 'cat'- and 'pats' above are both
pleremes while the former is a simple sign and the latter complex.
The details are given in 1-3-2.



1-3.-2 Syntax and Morphology

Grammar (=Plerology), as system of signa in systemology of

language, (N.5), has two subsystems namely plerematics (=morphology)

and plerotactics (=syntax), both of which are interlocked via

pleremes. (ft. 1)

Through the definition of language as a semiotic system, morphology,

in AF is defined as a complex unordered plerological system while

syntax is defined as a complex ordered plerological system. (Cf.

pp71 - 87: TSOL) In other words, morphology deals with relations of

simultaneity between signa. (ft.2) Simultaneity is defined, in the

AF postulates, (Def. 6b) as "symmetrical relations between entities

in combinations". On the other hand, syntax deals with functional

ordering relations between signa. (ft.3) "Functional" is defined as

"separately relevant to the purport or the whole of which it is a

part." (Def. 1a)

"Ordering relation" is defined as "asymmetrical relation between

entities in combinations" (Def. 6a). Such entities in functional

ordering relations are called "syntagmatic" entities. Syntagmatic

entities are always in tactic relations but not all entities in tactic

relations are syntagmatic. Tactic relation is defined as

"constructional relation (whether ordering or not) between syntagmatic

entities, as immediate constituents, (ft. 4)

We have to note that syntactic relations, tactic relations in grammar,

therefore, are not necessarily syntagmatic (i.e. ordering), but they

1. "interlocking" - in this case, for "the one system providing the
basic elements of the other system." The basic element here is
"plereme". (Def. 3c )
2, 3 - See 2-2 (especially in the fourth criterion).
1|. immediate constituents - constituents that are not constituents of
constituents within the combination in question (Def. 7f )
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are between sytagmatic entities. It is because coordination and

interordination (See 3-1), for instance, are syntactic relations, i.e.

they are not syntagmatic, but simultaneous. However, if we look at

the relation between them and other entities, they are not

morphological either, because they are between syntagmatic entities.

(The summary scheme is shown in Fig. 2 in 2-1.)

Types of signa in plerology are monemes, pleremes and syntagms.

Monemes are minimum grammatical entities which are simple signa.

Pleremes are either morphologically complex or syntactically simple.

"Simple" signum means that a signum is not analysable into two or more

smaller constituent signa.

The constituents of morphologically complex signa are in a

relation of simultaneity. Signa which are dealt with in syntax are,

therefore, pleremes and syntagms. Syntagms are self-contained bundles

of pleremes, or of syntagms and pleremes. In Axiomatic Functionalism,

we must be very careful to use a term "sentence" which is defined as

"signum such that it is a self-contained vehicle for conveying

messages". (Def. 20) "Sentence" is dealt with at a level different

from syntax. Since the notion "sentence" is not purely syntactic, the

criterion of functional ordering is not sufficient to define the

sentence. In other words, a sentence is not only a string of

syntactic entities, but also, it has, in addition, other features such

as intonation, pause, comma in writing, etc.. Those features are

called "para-syntactic" features. They constitute a separate

subsystem within grammar, and in the theory, they fall, together with

a parallel system in phonology (para-phonotactic), under a separate

axiom.
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As for the "sentence-base", this may happen to correspond to a

syntagm. The sentence-base may also contain "sentential markers". In

Japanese, a typical example for the sentential-marker is "ka" which is

added at the end of a base to make a question. These features, i.e.

"sentential markers", are also left out from the types of signa dealt

with in syntax. Para-syntactic features and sentential-markers are

called "sentential-features", which are not considered in syntactic

analysis.

What we start off with in syntactic analysis is, therefore, a

duly identified syntagm. Syntagms are not necessarily grouped into

pleremes as their immediate constituents. Their immediate

constituents may be syntagms themselves. It has also to be noted that

immediate constituents are not necessarily in a binary system as is

generally the case in the Bloomfieldian type of "IC-analysis".

Moreover, the analysis does not mean 'cutting' but 'grouping' and by

grouping, we arrive at the ultimate constituents, i.e. pleremes.

This "grouping" is explained further in details in 3-1, and actual

analyses, that follow will make this grouping in AF more clear.
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CHAPTER 2: PARTICLES IN JAPANESE AS FUNCTIONAL IN SYNTAX

2-1. Introductory

In Chapter 1, we have explained what entities are dealt with in

syntax. From the view point of "signa", one can say that signa are

either simple or complex; simple signa are either monemes or

monomonematic words (Cf. fig. 2) which are not analysed further;

complex signa are either syntactic or morphological. As has been

explained before, the constituents of morphologically complex signa

stand in a relation of simultaneity while the constituents of

syntactically complex ones are in tactic relations. Tactic relations

are relations between syntagmatic entities. Syntagmatic entities in

grammar are syntactic entities (as opposed to phonotactic entities

which are syntagmatic entities in phonology). Syntactic entities are

entities in grammar 'capable' of standing in ordering relations with

other entities or having an internal structure such that they are

capable of containing - as constituents - entities capable of standing

in ordering relations with other entities. Such entities, i.e.

"syntagmatic entities" are entities which either should be themselves

orderable or should have something in their structure that allows them

to have orderable constituents. (Def. 7b )
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signum

simple complex

monomonematic moneme morphological syntactic
word

piererne
(simple)

plereme simultaneous ordering
(complex)

fig. 2

This thesis aims at syntactic analyses of certain kinds of

syntagms containing certain "particles", especially, "wa", "ga" and

"wo" in Japanese. As has been explained in 1-3-2,the ultimate

constituents arrived at in the analysis are the pleremes. Here, there

may be some doubt about whether a unit containing a so called

"particle" is a syntactic complex rather than a morphological one. In

other words, we have to establish whether for instance, two tentative

signs "watasi" and "wa/ga" in "watasi wa/ga" are all real signs, i.e.

"functional" at the "sign-level", and if this has been established, it

has to be considered whether or not they are mere monemes (minimum

grammatical entities) within a plereme, (in this case, "watasi wa/ga"

is morphologically complex) or pleremes in their own right, i.e.

minimum syntactic entities (in this case, "watasi wa/ga" is

syntactically complex).

In order to be able to claim that particles in Japanese are

syntactic entities, we must be prepared to clarify this with logical

and objective devices, and should never base ourselves on mere
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impressions, nor should we compare them with prepositions or articles

in English simply because some of the particles behave in a way

similar to the latter. Unfortunately, this type of comparison or

approach has been frequently made when linguists have claimed that

such particles should be considered as words (= pleremes, in AF). (ct.Miura (1.975

In Axiomatic Functionalism, derived from the set of axioms in the

theory, four criteria may be employed to identify complex signa.

Although such criteria imply that an entity in question is a signum

which is morphologically complex, i.e. a simultaneous bundle of

monemes, we can reach the identification of a syntactically complex

signum in a negative way, i.e. by the elimination of one possibility

that it is morphological since a complex signum is either

morphological or syntactic and nothing else exists in between.
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2-2 The Hypotheses for an Entity P "watasi wa/ga" and the Four

Criteria

below
Here, we apply the four criteria^to an entity P "watasi wa/ga" to

see whether it fulfils them. The device by which we test hypotheses

below in the light of such criteria is commutation. Commutation is

defined as "alternation between semiotic entities (or 'zero' and

semiotic entities) in functional opposition as immediate constituents,

in a given context." (Def. 7a)

(a) the first criterion: if the complex signum P is a morphological

complex, it must be a potential, self-contained constituent. In other

words, P, as a unit, must appear in a certain context, i.e. in a

larger constituent. There is one exception to this rule, i.e. when P

ipso facto corresponds to a "sentence", i.e. is maximum by its very
Vy* fa*

nature. '

watasi wa/ga ikimasu.
(I) - (go) (I go.)

ik \i/jh icrs . it t CM;
watasi wa/ga sono ryoori wo tukutta.
(I) - (that) (dish) - (cooked)

(I cooked that dish.)

As shown above by commutation, "watasi wa/ga" appears, as a unit, in a

certain context, so this is a potential self-contained constituent in

other complexes.

(b) the second criterion: a potential morphological complex must

consist of at least two signa, while each constituent of P must be

identifiable as a signum with a signum in at least one other context.
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In other words, P must be analysable into two or more constituent

signa.

There is no direct approach that we can "prove" the statement

that a signum P is complex, but we have to arrive at such a statement

in a negative way, i.e. by the hypothesis that P is simple. In other

words, since a signum is either simple or complex and nothing else

exists in between, we firstly hypothesise that P is simple, and if we

find that P is not, we accordingly reach the conclusion that P is

complex, i.e. P is analysable into two or more constituent signa. On

this point, say, in order to to find that P consists of two or more

constituent signa, we must be careful to avoid pseudo-analysis. We

should not look at "forms" alone, nor base ourselves on intuitions or

impressions. All the constituents of a signum P should be signa in

their own right. It means that two potential constituents 'a b' of a

signum P, for instance, should maintain the same denotations of both

'a* and 'b' in the process of commutation, because of the definition

of a 'signum'. In other words, the denotation of 'a' in P should be

the same as that of 'a' in P( 'a c' and in the same way the denotation

of • b' in P should be the same as that of 'b' in P2 'd b', provided

that P, and Pj are also potentially complex with constituent signa 'a'

and 'c' in , 'd' and *b' in ^ . (Cf. N.B. next page)

can only speak of a complex signum, if at least two constituent signa

can be identified in that signum. This identification is made by

commutation in whose operation we must always have the same

denotation. We are tempted to claim that "hikooki" consists of two

immediate constituents "hikoo" and "ki" since we have the possibility

that both appear separately in other constituents like "hikoo si"

For instance, in the case of "hikooki" aeroplane), we
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(fetji = Pilot), "kooun ki" cultivator) and so on. But we

must be careful in concluding that "hikooki" is complex. We should

not simply look at the 'forms'. Indeed, each form recurs in another

context with a certain meaning, but its denotation is different from

the denotation of "hikooki". "Hikoo" has a denotation "flying" and

"ki" has one "machine" but "hikooki" denotes "aeroplane". Although we

can imagine by analogy that the machine which flies in the sky implies

"aeroplane", but this is pseudo-analysis; we are doing a grammatical

analysis synchronically, and are not interested in etymological or

associative considerations. This is because not all flying machines

are identified as "aeroplanes"; they may be UFO, robot birds, and so

on. A signum P is identified as complex if the denotation of the

complex is in some way a function of the denotation of P. The meaning

of "hikooki" is specialised nowadays, and the form is fossilised.

Consequently, we should insist that "hikooki" is not analysable in

grammar, and is not a complex signum. In Axiomatic Functionalism,

this kind of signum is called a pseudo-composite. This signum is a

simple signum, i.e. it is not further analysable in grammar.

N.B. Identification of one and the same signum

Suppose we have two syntactic complex signa Pi(x,y) and P2(x,z),- and

if P^ x and P2 x are not formally distinct from each other, - this is

the case except for "allomorphs" of the same signum like 'I' and 'me'

which are allomorphs of the same signum - and are denotationally

equivalent, then, P[ x = P2 x.

(Constituents x, y and z are signa, i.e. they have both a

phonological form and a denotation.)

This shows the commutation (y—* z) in relationally

equivalent contexts.
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Remembering the note above, let us apply this criterion.

hypothesis: "A signum P 'watasi wa/ga' is a simple signum."

(1)i watasi wa/ga

"watasi" R "wa/ga"

denotation
of

"watasi"

which bears
some relation

to

denotation
of

"wa/ga"

myself/
private

"ga" denotes a particular
R relation, such that

the denotatum of "watasi"
might be referred to
as the "subject"..

~ v denotes a particular relation
such that the denotatum of "watasi1
might refer to "topic"

(2) watasi wa

ga

mo (also)

sae (even)

demo (even)

made (including)

dake (only)

(3) watasi

boku

anata

kumo

ame

wa/ga

(male myself)

(you in a polite way)

(clouds)

(rain)
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ie (house)

(1) refutes the hypothesis that "watasi wa/ga" is simple, and

establishes thereby that it is a complex of two signa "watasi" and

"wa/ga" which have denotations "myself" (or indicates the first person

singular) and "a certain type of relation between "watasi" and a

potential predicative" respectively. I use the term "subject" in the

scheme as a matter of convenience in a general sense, but later on I

will be more precise when I am discussing such a label in the

following chapters. For the time being, therefore, this term may be

interpreted in a traditional way^not even referring to a linguistic entity,
but to the denotation corresponding to a linguistic entity.

(2) shows that "wa" of "watasi wa" commutes with other signa

while the denotation of "watasi" remains the same.

(3) shows the same for "watasi". These three tests together

refute the hypothesis that the signum "watasi wa/ga" is simple. The

first test guarantees that no pseudo-analysis is involved. Now, we

can claim that P consists of at least two consituent signa, "watasi"

and "wa/ga".

(c) the third criterion: the constituents of a tentative

morphological complex must be all simple signa. Monemes are all

simple signa (although not vice versa), and therefore, any complex

containing at least one constituent which itself is complex cannot be

a simultaneous bundle of monemes by definition. Here, "watasi" and

"wa/ga" which are established as constituents of "watasi wa/ga" as a

result of applying the second criterion, seem to be both simple signa.

But let us look at some possible commutants of "watasi" and "wa/ga"
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and hypothesise that these are all simple signa and cannot be further

analysed. This is a hypothesis which we present for attempted

refutation, so it will be accepted until it is refuted.

We accept at this stage that "watasi wa/ga" is a complex signum

consisting of two signa "watasi" and "wa/ga" which are all simple

signa, i.e. they cannot be further analysed in grammar. Now, we go

on to the fourth criterion in order to find out whether the same can

be said of any of the commutants of any of the constituent signa. If

not, the hypothesis that it is a a morphological (rather than a

syntactic) complex is refuted.

(d) the fourth criterion: the constituent signa of a morphological

complex must all stand in a relation of simultaneity with respect to

each other in the complex concerned. We must approach this criterion

in a negative way as we did to the second criterion. This means that

firstly we try to demonstrate that the relation involved is a

syntactic relation, i.e. that the constituents in P are syntagmatic

entities. There are two ways to give evidence of a syntactic

relation. If one of them can be successful, it means that that

relation is syntactic, and the hypothesis that it is a morphological

is refuted. If neither of them can, then, that relation is

morphological because the hypothesis remains unrefuted. Vie then say

that it is corroborated. One way is permutation and the other is

commutation. It is obvious that permutation of "watasi" with "wa/ga"

does not give any proof that R (relator) is syntactic because "wa

watasi", for example, does not give us another complex. In fact, it

does not correspond to an attested realisation at all. Then, we need

to go on to commutation with a demonstrably syntactic unit.
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watasi wa/ga

watasi to anata

ojiisan to obaasan

kore ya are

(I and you)

(this, that and so on)

(old man and old woman)

The above commutation test shows that "watasi" in "watasi wa/ga"

commutes with other syntactic units; "watasi to anata", for instance,

is a conjunctional syntagm. (See Chapter 4.) This test gives enough

evidence that "watasi" and "wa/ga" are in a syntactic relation, and

thereby, directly refutes the hypothesis that "watasi wa/ga" is a

morphological complex. Though we cannot demonstrate the same of

"wa/ga", the fact that the other constituent is syntactic, ipso facto,

makes "wa/ga" syntactic, as only 'syntactic' entities can enter into a

relation with syntactic entities.

Through the criteria for testing the hypotheses, we have

established that "watasi" and "wa/ga" in "watasi wa/ga" are syntactic

entities; therefore, the analysis in this thesis goes on to reach the

ultimate constituents, "watasi" and "wa/ga". In the same way, using

the criteria, we can establish that other so-called particles are also

syntactic entities, but in the following chapters, I shall not refer

to those four criteria any longer.
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CHAPTER 3: PREDICATIVES 1 AND THEIR POSSIBLE CORRESPONDING

PREDICATIVE BASED SYNTAGMS

3-1 Syntactic Relations

As I have indicated in the previous chapter, syntactic

description is basically an exhaustive account of the various kinds of

syntactic relation that can, in a particular language, obtain between

immediate constituents. In other words, starting off with a syntagm

and not a sentence, (to justify that it is a syntagm, of course,

presupposes already some previous operations), the syntactic analysis

represents, by grouping, not by cutting, immediate constituents of

that syntagm together with the relations between them.

From 3-3 onwards, I am going to perform syntactic analyses of

certain aspects of Japanese with criteria from the Axiomatic

Functionalist theory. By grouping pleremes or syntagms or both, and

by grouping those groupings, hierarchical segmentation will emerge.

The analysis is always based on the syntactic relation between

entities. In this section, it is important, therefore, that we deal

with the various types of syntactic relation that are recognised in

Axiomatic Functionalism.

Suppose that we had two entities (they must be signa) 'a' and ' b*

as immediate constituents (= 'a' and ' b' are in tactic relation) which

stand in a direct relation, i.e. they are related to each other not

via other constituents. Then, the relation between them would be

either "dependence" or "independence". Cases of mutual independence
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are designated by " / "coordination", which is defined as "direct

tactic relation of mutual functional independency" (Def.11b),

symbolised as 'a* h > b'. For instance, 'big1 and 'blue' in 'a big

blue vase* are in a relation of coordination. That is, there is no

relation of functional dependency between them. We symbolise this as

follows: 'bigtv> blue'. On the other hand, they are immediate

constituents, i.e. they are in tactic relation, and stand in a direct

relation to one another.

In coordination, either entity commuteswith zero, i.e. any one

of them may be left out without rendering the whole ungrammatical.

For instance, 'big* and 'blue' in 'a big blue vase' are in a relation

of coordination, and both entities can commute with zero without

making an ungrammatical construction in English. Therefore, being in

functional independency, such terms are, at the same time, in 'mutual

occurrence independency', which is symbolised as '[a] [b]'.

Functional independency always implies mutual occurrence independency,

and vice versa.

As for "functional dependency", 'a' and 'b' would be either

mutually dependent or 'a' or 'b' dependent on the other, but not vice

versa. The former type of functional dependency is called a "relation

of interordination", symbolised as 'a* >b*, and the latter a

"relation of subordination", symbolised as 'a ? b, or a< b'. The

item that the arrow points to is the governing or nuclear element of

the construction, simply called nucleus. The item which determines

the nucleus is called "peripheral".
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In a relation of interordination, 'a' and *b' are, as it were,

both in nuclear and peripheral positions. In a relation of

subordination, the representation 'a > b' implies that 'a* is

peripheral and ' b' is nuclear.

In interordination, both 'a' and 'b' must appear in a given chain

of elements, i.e. neither of them can commute with 'zero*; this is

called "mutual occurrence dependency", symbolised as 'a b'.

With regard to subordination, 'a' and 'b' in 'a » b', it is either

the case that 'a' commutes with 'zero' where 'b' appears in the chain,

or the case that both of them must appear in it. The former case is

defined as "unilateral occurrence dependency" symbolised as '[a] b',

i.e. 'a' is an expansion, and the latter is, as was said, "mutual

occurrence dependency". For instance, comparing 'the boy' with 'the

boys', we conclude that in both chains, 'the' determines 'boy' or

'boys' so that they are in relation of subordination, but the former

requires the appearance (=occurrence) of both entities while the

latter does not necessarily do so. If we want to represent

"occurrence dependency" and "functional dependency" together, we can

symbolise the former as 'the * boy' and the latter as

• [ the ] * boys'.

In this way, in contrast to Hjelmslev's (1953) 'functional

dependency', A.F. theory distinguishes between 'functional' and

'occurrence' dependency. This distinction is necessary because, as we

have seen, 'functional' dependency is not always in a one-to-one

correspondence to 'occurrence' dependency. Fig. 3 summarises what

has been discussed above. Lines indicate which type of functional

dependency corresponds to which type of occurrence dependency.
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fig. 3

Before embarking upon the actual syntactic analysis, as a summary

of this section as well as by way of drawing some implications from

what has been said in previous chapters, I would like to repeat that

syntactic description in Axiomatic Functionalism involves a

representation of syntactic relations, both of functional dependency

and of occurrence dependency, between signa as immediate constituents

in the chain. As has been previously mentioned, signa dealt with in

syntax are of two types; pleremes and syntagma. Grouping immediate

constituents implies hierarchical structures of syntactic entities.

This grouping, from now on, is actually indicated by giving such

structures a number indicating the level of analysis in question.

Consider that a syntagm 'abode' which has, as its immediate

constituents, (provided all the entities are syntactic entities) 'ab'

and 'cde', each of which has, as its immediate constituents, 'a' and

'b', and 'c', 'd' and 'e' respectively on the lower level, we say that

grouping a syntagm into 'ab' and 'cde' is made on a higher level (say,

the first analysis) than grouping them into 'a' and 'b', and 'c', 'd'

and 'e' (the second analysis) while we refer to their relations

symbolised, for instance, as [ab]—* cde, a—> b, or [c]j G etc.
a ~

These symbols will be explained later.
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3-2 The Predicative Based Syntagm (PBS) in Japanese

When it comes to syntactic descriptions of signa, we could

perhaps simply analyse signa after picking them up at random to show

each hierarchical structure with its relations between signa in a

given chain. But it is almost impossible to represent every syntagm

in such a random way in the description of Japanese. If we could find

certain categorised types of syntagm in which certain elements

represent the same relations, it would be much better for the

simplicity of the description and moreover, it is convenient in the

sense that each type implicitly represents, as a logical possibility,

other syntagms which are not represented in the description. Of

course, in the representation of types of syntagm, great care has to

be taken to make a description of those syntagms consistent, adequate

and relatively simple in order to be judged as a good description.

(It is obvious that these three conditions are required after the

description is justified by the theory.) Firstly each statement in a

description should be consistent with other relevant statements in the

same description. Secondly, the description is required to refer to

every possibility within a selected field of phenomena. Thirdly, it

would be better to have as few statements as possible. For instance,

if we established, say, six types of predicative each of which

requires different constructions in Japanese, then, in the actual

analysis, we should not encounter a predicative that could not be

mapped onto one of the six types. In this case, the statement that

there are only six would have to be rejected for reasons of

inadequacy, and another type would have to be established.

Conversely, we should not have any redundant types of the six which
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actually could describe other types; in this case, the number of

types could be reduced to as few as possible although the condition of

consistency and adequacy may restrict this simplification.

Because this thesis is concerned with syntagms which contain the

particle "wa" or "ga" or both, the main types of syntagm are, by

analogy ( but not identity) of terms used by Mulder for English,

arbitrarily called "Predicative Based Syntagms" (hereafter,

abbreviated as "PBS"), in which "predicatives" or "predicative

syntagms" (Hereafter, abbreviated as "PS") (ft.1) are determined by

other peripheral elements. These nuclear positions, say,

"predicatives" actually require certain types of constructions (=PBS).

I am going to describe types of predicative which are considered as

corresponding to different constructions.

One might be tempted to say that there are "passive verbal

predicatives" and "intransitive verbal predicatives" in Japanese, but

if one found that they are mapped onto the same type of PBS, then,

this distinction would have to be considered as redundant, or we would

have to confess again that our assumption was based on translation

from English. We are obliged to categorise types of predicative

merely by their syntactic relations with other elements in the PBS in

question, without any recourse to English (or any other) translation.

I have arrived at the following types for Japanese;

1. See 3-3.
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PBS

copulative Adjective, Intransitive 1, 2 Transitive 1,
type Adjective-verbal

(epithetical) type

(1) (1), (3) (1) (3) (2) (2),(3)

1st construction: [subject] >

etc.
-^(Extended)Predicative Syntagm

2nd construction: [subject]
[object J
etc.

(E)PS

3rd construction: [subject]
etc.

((nested subject) >(P S))
v (E)PS s

fig. 3

Fig. 3 is a scheme of hypotheses Tor types of predicative as well as

their corresponding types of construction. All the terms used in this

scheme are mere arbitrary labels, which apply exclusively to Japanese

constructions. They are often reminiscent of labels used in the

description of other languages (e.g. English), without, however, any

implication of structural similarity (let alone identity) with

structures to be found in other languages. All the symbols and terms

used above are going to be explained clearly later on in the actual

analyses. At the moment, fig.3 should be read as follows. Let us

initially assume that there are six types of predicative in Japanese,
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although, for a matter of convenience, they may be categorised into

"Predicatives 1 (=non-verbal)" and "Predicatives 2 (=verbal)n; the

former contains two types "copulative type" and "Adjective/

Adjective-verbal (or Epithetical) type (ft. 1)" and the latter

contain four types, "Intransitive 1",

"Intransitive 2", "Transitive 1" and "Transitive 2". The Arabic

numerals below those types of predicatives indicate which

constructions(s) each type of predicative corresponds to. In other

words, those types of predicative at the same time imply their

relations with one or more types of PBS.

These categorised types of predicative are not established on the

basis of their denotations. Although, for instance, we found two

predicatives one of which denotes 'causative' and the other 'passive',

they might fall into the same type of predicative if they, in every

possible context, showed the same relations with other immediate

constituents in the chain. This example is actually discussed in

Chapter 4. (on "transitive 2" and "intransitive 2")

It has to be noted that although "Intransitive 1" and "Copulative

type" require the same PBS, as will be shown later, the latter seems

to take always a "complement" position as one of its immediate

constituents, say,

[subject]
etc.

t

while the former does not necessarily. That is, its complement

1. The reason why only one term "epithetical type" is suggested
instead of two, "adjective" and "adjective-verbal" is going to be
discussed in 3-4.

(complement > copulative type)
v—- P S
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position, if any in a certain context, is an expansion, i.e. it

commutes with 'zero'. This is the reason why we need the distinction

between those two types of predicative. This complement position,

however, will emerge when the next analysis is done; it is not an

immediate constituent within the PBS in question, but one within the

PS in question which is on a lower level of analysis than the PBS.
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3-3 The Copulative Type of Predicative

This type of predicative is different from any other type of

predicative by the fact that it corresponds to the first type of

construction only,

[subject] '

etc.

-> (Extended) Predicative Syntagm

in which a subject position together with some other vr.

possible positions like "complement " positions, as immediate

constituents (these are indicated as 'etc.' in the above scheme.), is

subordinated to a predicative, a predicative syntagm or sometimes an

extended predicative syntagm (EPS); in the EPS, as a logical

possibility, an expansion may determine a predibative syntagm. As to

expansions in the EPS, the details are going to be discussed in 3-1*.

In Japanese, the subject position commutes with 'zero*.

Peripheral positions in this construction may be any kind of

complement position, but an "object" position cannot appear here since

this position is a conclusive factor in changing its construction into

the second or third type of construction.

Here are examples of this construction and their analyses. It

should be realised that translations can only be very approximate. It

is , for instance, very difficult to express in English the exact

difference between the use of "wa" and that of "ga".
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(3-D ik ii ink
watasi wa seito desu. (ft. 1)
(I) - (student) (be) (I am a student.)

(3-2)
watasi ga seito desu.
(I) - (student)(be) ('I' am a student.)

1. the first level of analysis: Predicative Based Syntagm

Predicative Syntagm
seito desu

watasi wa/ga [subject]

<f> (ft.2)

2a. the second level of analysis: Functional Syntagm

complement > functional
watasi ^ wa/ga

2b. the second level, but analysis of another part: P S

complement — > copulative predicative
seito > desu

All the relations above are shown ~ in the scheme below.

[watasi ^ wa/ga] * (seito * desu)

The analysis is complete here since all the units "watasi",

"ga/wa", "seito" and "desu" are, syntactically speaking, ultimate

constituents, i.e. pleremes.

In the first analysis, we see two immediate constituents, say, "watasi

wa/ga" and "seito desu" in which the former is, as an expansion,

1. Because syntagms are not equivalent to "sentences", unlike
sentences, they do not begin with captital letters.
2. This symbol shows that the position is 'zero'.
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subordinated to the latter. The former, whether taking "wa" or"ga",

or sometimes 'zero' in colloquial conversation, occupies the subject

position. That a different particle causes a different denotation is

irrelevant to the determination of a syntactic construction or

position. Indeed, the particle "wa" involves the denotation of

'theme' or implies a mere statement while "ga" shows an

exclusive-listing meaning, say, "not 'he' not 'she', but 'I' am such

and such...." But a little careful examination leads us to the

conclusion that "wa" commutes with "ga" without changing the syntactic

construction, i.e. the syntactic relation between the two immediate

constituents "watasi wa/ga" and "seito desu".

Consequently,the first analysis in both (3-1) and (3-2) leads us

to two immediate constituents, i.e., subject and Predictive Syntagm.

There is the theoretical possibility that we may have a peripheral

entity determining the PS on the same level as the subject does

(complement, for instance). We may, then, have three immediate

constituents on this level. This possibility is not realised here and

therefore, indicated by

«

The term "copula" seems convenient, but there is, of course, no

implication that it is all that similar to what one calls "copula" in

European languages. It is here an arbitrary label for a special kind

of verb-like grammatical entity in Japanese, translatable usually by

'to be' in English.

The second analysis consists of analysing two syntagms, the I.C.s

on the first level, into two immediate constituents each. As these

ICs are not syntagms, but pleremes, they are ultimate constituents.

"Watasi wa/ga" is a syntagm and let us call it "a functional syntagm"
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since "wa" and "ga" are reminiscent of what Axiomatic Functionalists

call "functionals" in English. Like those, they are nuclear in the

construction; they function in a similar way as prepositions in

English, except that the label "postposition" would seem more

appropriate. In other words, "watasi" could be a constituent in an

object position or some other positions with another postposition, but

"watasi" here is governed by "wa" or "ga", and so partakes in the

"subject" position.

Analysis 2b shows us that these are two immediate constituents

which are the ultimate constituents "seito" and "desu". This

predicative syntagm has "seito" as "complement" and "desu" as

"copula"; the latter is a nucleus determined by the former which

occupies a peripheral position.
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3-4 Adjective/Adjective-verbal (Epithetical) Types of Predicative

This type of predicative is associated with what are

traditionally called by Japanese scholars "keiyoosi"= epithet,

term), except for some which correspond to the third type of

construction, i.e.some of the "keiyoodoosi" and "keiyoosi" fall into

"intransitive 2" predicatives. (See 4-3-2) (for instance, "sukida",

"tokuida", "hosii" and "zimanda" etc.) However, differentiating

between these two terms would be redundant since they are of the same

constructions, namely, the first and third types of construction.

(Therefore, I should like to call them both "Epithetical Type of

Predicative".)

I will explain in the next section, 3-5 the reason why I have

decided to use these terms, "keiyoodoosiJ* and "keiyoosi" for the time

being. In this section, let us first analyse examples containing this

type of predicative. Secondly, I shall examine syntactic relations

between units in those examples. .These will be helpful later in

understanding the reason for the distinction between adjective and

adjective-verbal types.

Here are several examples of "adjective-verbal/adjective types of

predicative".

or description term) and "keiyoodoosi" descriptive-verb

(3"3) $<$ 0t A til fc d' i. Ivx
Hida no yama dewa, hana ga utukusii.
(Hida)(of) (mountain)(in)(flower) - (beautiful)

(Flowers are beautiful in the Hida Mountain chains.)
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(3-1) fk % tl tbi ^
Hirosima wa kaki ga umai.
(Hirosima) - (oyster) - (delicious)

(Oysters are delicious in Hirosima.)

(3-5) fk % if fa % ^
Hirosima wa kaki de yuumei desu
(Hirosima) - (oyster) (for)(famous) (to be)

(Hirosima is famous for its oysters.)

(3-6) ?>v»v \; 5^N
kare wa arukooru ni tuyoi.
(he) - (alcohol) (against) (strong)

(He has a strong head.)

0-7) ik ii hHe
watasi wa ryoori ga zyoozuda.
(I) - (cooking)- (be good at)

(I am good at cooking.)

(3-8) ft ^
zoo wa

(elephant)-
hana

(nose)

*

ga nagai.
(long)

(Elephants are long-nosed.)

From appearances, simply because of the particles "wa" and "ga", we

are tempted to conclude that (3-3) > (3-D , (3-7) and (3-8) belong to one

construction (i.e. the third type), and (3-5) and (3-6) to the other

(i.e. the first type), because both "wa" and "ga" appear in the

former and only "wa" appears in the latter. A more careful

examination, especially with regard to the relations between the
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units, however, leads to the conclusion that (3-3) - (3-6) belong to

one construction and the rest to another, i.e. the former to the

first type of construction and the latter to the third type of

construction, with regard to their corresponding Predicative Based

Syntagm.

They are analysed as follows.

(3-3) The first analysis is on the level of the EPBS.

(Extended Predicative Based Syntagm)

[Hida no yama dewa] *PBS

"Hida .... dewa" is an expansion determining the "PBS",(see

details below) and the "PBS" is analysed on the next level as '2b'.

2a. Functional Syntagm:

complement » functional

Hida no yama * dewa

2b. PBS:

[subject]' > predicative (adjective)

hana ga ^ utukusii

3a. Nominal Syntagm:
s

Hida no

i
yama

nominal

As for 3a» the peripheral positions potentially determining the

"nominal" position are "adjectival", "relative supplement", "numeral",

etc., etc., but I shall not consider this in this thesis which is only

concerned with certain aspects of certain types of PBS, not with

nominal syntagms within those.
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3b. FS:

4a. FS:

hana -> ga

Hida -3 no

(3-4)

1. EPBS:

2. PBS:

[Hirosima wa] PBS

[subject] y predicative

kakiga > umai

(The further analysis is not shown since our attention is

only paid to the PBS level)

(3-5)

PBS:

Hirosima wa [subject]

kaki de [complement]

yuumei desu
(adj-verbal)

This PBS has three immediate constituents, and "kakide" is a

complement which is an expansion determining a predicative.

(3-6)

PBS:

kare wa [subject] V (ft. 1)

tuyoi (adjective)

arukooruni [complement].

1. This symbol is called the "parallel determination" as opposed to
the "diverse determination", symbolised as However,
"diverse determination" is not relevant to this thesis, and therefore,
we need not go into the distinction. For mere reference, see N. 6.
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(3-7) i PBS:

watasi wa

[subject]

^ ryoori ga zyoozuda

^ PS

The first analysis shows only the positions, "subject" and

"Predicative Syntagra ".

2a. FS: watasi > wa

2b. PBS': ryoori ga * tokuida

nested subject —* predicative

In order to distinguish the two types of PBS

(the levels 1. and 2b.), one could call the the latter a "secondary

PBS". Here, I indicate the secondary PBS by an apostrophe (= PBS').

(Cf. the discussion below)

(3-8)

1.

2a.

2b.

PBS: zoo wa ^ hana ga nagai

[subject] > P S

FS: zoo > wa

complement ^ functional

PBS': hana ga ^ nagai (adjective)

nested subject > predicative

The predicatives "tokui da" and "nagai" are singled out only on a

lower level, i.e. the level of the secondary PBS while the other

predicatives above emerge on the level of the PBS. I use the same

term "subject" in the PBS, and in the PBS', but for the latter, I

suggest the term "nested subject" to avoid confusion. A "nested
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subject" is in a tactic relation with a "predicative", i.e. they are

immediate constituents, while a "subject" is not, but is in a tactic

relation with a "predicative syntagm" (= "nested subject" and

"predicative"). We must be careful on which level a unit is analysed,

and to which entity we regard an entity as being subordinated.

Let us look at the following two constructions.

(3-4) the first type of construction:

[Hirosima * wa] >((kaki—# ga) 9 umai)
[adjunct] [subject] predicative

I v— PBS *—/
P B S -J

(3-8) the third type of construction:

[zoo 1 wa] ^ ((hana * ga) + nagai)
[subject] nested subject predicative

v P S

PBS

The schemes above show how each syntagm or plereme is related to one

another. These schemes look similar. However, in (3-4), "Hirosima

wa" is an adjunct as an expansion of the PBS, and "kaki ga" is a

subject determining the predicative "umai". The latter two are

immediate constituents on the level of the PBS. On the other hand, in

(3-5), "zoo wa" is a subject, and is in a tactic relation with the

rest (= the PS), "hana ga nagai". "Hana ga", as a nested subject, is

singled out on the lower level, i.e. the PBS', and is in a tactic

relation with the predicative "nagai". The relation between a subject

and a PS is the same as that between a nested subject and a

predicative, i.e. they are related to each other on the level of a
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PBS. The difference is that the former is on a higher syntactic level

than the latter.

Here, several positions for an adjunct are presented although a

further investigation into the number and type of such positions is

needed.

[time] \

[place]

[situation] PBS

[manner]

[selection]

etc. '

These are some examples of each of these adjunct positions.

[time] } ima wa,
(now)

mukasi wa

(in old days)

[place] • Hirosima wa in (3-4)

[situation]=^ "koko waB in "koko wa watasi ga harau."
(Leave it to me. I will pay.)

[manner] <■ > witumo wa" in "itumo wa watasi ga ryoori suru."
(always) (I) (cook)

(Usually I cook.)

[selection/topic]=^ "nyuusu wa" in "nyuusu wa BBC ga yoi."
(news) (good)

(As far as news is concerned, BBC 1 news is good.)
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3-5. The Problem of "Adjective-verbal"

The traditional term "keiyoodoosi" is generally used for entities

which end in "-da", or one of its synonyms ("desu", "dearu", etc.), as

one of their conjugations called "shuusi kei" = termination

form). Entities designated by this term are said to describe the

state, feeling, emotion etc. of something or someone. Recently,

however, some linguists such as Miura (1975) have expressed the view

that "keiyoodoosi" entities are to be regarded as the combination of

two words (= pleremes in AF), i.e. "noun" and "da". ("da" is a

traditionally called "jodoosi" (ffiTfi3"l^= helping verb term) and is a

"copula", i.e. potentially the nucleus of a "copulative type of

predicative" in this thesis). For instance,

Signum A -tea v:
suki da (to like)

Signum B ? Ho ft"
kirei da (to be pretty)

Signum C $V)0 ft*
kirai da (to detest)

Signum D d' fc
rippa da (to be magnificent)

all of the signa above are traditionally considered as "keiyoodoosi".

Since "da" in the above signa conjugates similarly to "da" as a

copuplative type of predicative in certain given contexts and also

since "suki", "kirei", "kirai" and "rippa" possibly exist on their own

as nouns with a certain meaning, such entities, in their opinion,

should not be given a different name, as this would be redundant.
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If "-da", the ending part of "keiyoodoosi", were identified with

«da" as a copula, then, "keiyoodoosi" would no longer be a

"predicative" but a predicative syntagm because signa A-D, for

instance, would have to be identified as "syntactically complex". In

this case, this term "keiyoodoosi" would have to be emitted from the

six types of predicative which I established in the previous chapters.

Here, we need to follow the same procedures as in Chapter 2, in order

to determine the grammatical status of the entities involved.

Following the four criteria which we employed in Chapter 2, we should

know firstly whether an entity called "keiyoodoosi" is a simple or

complex signum. If it turned out to be complex, we should go on to

investigate whether it is syntactically or morphologically complex.

Secondly, if it turned out to be a syntactically complex signum, say,

"suki" and "da", we would need to justify whether or not "da" would be

identical with "da" as in a copulative type of predicative, i.e.

whether they are the same signum or different, though homonymous,

signa. If it were either a simple or a morphologically complex

signum, then, we should examine what construction(s) it would

correspond to, and establish it as a type of predicative, i.e. either

as a new type or one or more of the six types of predicative.

Of the four criteria, there seems no problem up to the third

criterion by which "keiyoodoosi" is identified as a complex signum.

One can hypothesise that it consists of two constituent signa, "noun"

("suki", "kirei", "kirai", and "rippa" in signa A-D) and "copula"

("da" in those signa). A difficulty arises at the stage of the fourth

criterion. As we have seen in Chapter 2, one could claim that the

signa in question were syntactically complex if the alternative were

refuted. Here, one might consider the signa A-D as syntactically
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complex, by commutation with such syntagms as;

suki da

kirai da

Signum E: X ^0^)
suki to iu yori kirai

(to detest someone/thing rather than like him/it)

kirei da

rippa da

Signum F: t £l)
kirei to iu yori rippa

(to be magnificent rather than pretty)

Indeed, the commutation seems to be successful with syntactic

entities, and realisations of signa E and F would be accepted as

perfect by native speakers. However, some more attention should be

paid to these examples. Commutation should be valid. To be valid,

commutation should be operated between items in the same position,

i.e. the immediate constituent structure should remain the same. At

the same time, commutation should be demonstrated in relationally

equivalent contexts, i.e. in the commutation, a signum should appear

with the same denotation.

It also has to be noted that commutation is required to show its

productivity. A unit in question (at least in principle) should

commute with any member of the same distribution class. If one

happened to find only a few examples of commutation and there were no

productivity, it could not be claimed that this operation is
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conclusive. It may, for instance, be the case that the example refers

to a proverbial or poetic expression, an expression which is to be

considered as fossilised, (appx. 2)

With regard to the exemplified signa E and F above, I am rather

doubtful of those commutation tests for two reasons. One reason is

given from the viewpoint of a 'proper' commutation, and the other from

the viewpoint of the productivity of commutation. Indeed, on the

realisational level, especially in conversation, signa E and F are

actually uttered, but it is doubtful whether they are not originally

derived from the syntagms below,

T-: * >^j.) h
suki da to iu yori kirai da

ih* \t i\>9 ?')
kirei aa to iu yori rippa da.

which show that "suki" and "kirei" in signa A and B do not properly

commute with syntagms in equivalent contexts. They are merely new

syntagms which contain signa A-D. In this case, "da" in signa E and F

is only determined by "kirai" and "rippa" respectively, not by the

units "suki to kirai" and "kirei to rippa". Signa E and F,

then, are fossilised expressions in conversation with "da" omitted

after "suki" and "kirei" respectively. This doubt is supported by the

fact that in conversation, "da" is often omitted, like in

M A 1
ano hito ga suki!
(that)(person) - (like)

(I like that person!)
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suki to ieru no?

(like) - (can say)(?)
(Can you say to him, "I love you"?).

With regard to productivity, I, as a native speaker, have not

been able to find other syntagma which can be demonstrated as proper

commutations with "suki", "kirai, "kirei", or "rippa". Suppose we try

to accept signa E and F as the results of proper commutations, then,

there will still remain the problem that this commutation does not

seem to be productive.

For these two reasons, I would conclude that the evidence which

tries to demonstrate signa A-D as 'syntactically complex' is not

conclusive. Therefore, the hypothesis that signa A - D are

morphologically complex in the fourth criterion, remains unrefuted

until further evidence is furnished to show that they are

'syntactically complex'.

Hitherto, I have assumed that so called "keiyoodoosi" are

morphologically complex, i.e. syntactically simple. As the next

stage, we shall go on to examine to what type(s) of predicative

"keiyoodoosi" would belong. As already mentioned at the beginning of

3-4, from the view point of construction(s) to which units called

"keiyoodoosi" correspond, there are a certain number which correspond

only to the third type of construction, and others which correspond to

both the first and third types. The former type of "keiyoodoosi"

belong to the type "intransitive 2 predicative" (see 4-3-2). The

latter, as we have seen earlier, are considered as "epithetical types

of predicative". The term "epithetical" would be suitable instead of

having both "adjective" and "adjective-verbal". These terms are no
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longer necessary because both types of predicative correspond to the

same constructions. Additionally, I suggest this term in order to

avoid confusion between traditional terms and the ones used in this

thesis.
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CHAPTER 4: PREDICATIVES 2 (VERBAL) AND THEIR CORRESPONDING PBS

4-1 Introductory: Transitive and Intransitive

Types of predicative to be dealt with in this chapter are

"transitive 1 and 2" and "intransitive 1 and 2". The conclusive

factor which differentiates between "transitive" and "intransitive"

verbs is whether or not the verb in question can have, as a

possibility in every context, an entity in the "object" position.

Transitive verbs can govern an object while intransitive verbs cannot.

Apparently, this seems to be equivalent to the difference between

transitive and intransitive verbs in English. There is 'transitivity'

in English in the sense that there is a "passive" as opposed to an

"active" construction. Japanese, on the other hand, as far as

syntactic relations are concerned, does not have any specific

constructions to differentiate between "passive" and "active". Also,

unlike in English, there may be no difference between verbs that 'may'

have, and verbs that 'must' have an object. In Japanese, in a

transitive PBS, the object (just as the subject) may be always an

expansion, i.e. it commutes with 'zero'. As we will see later, a

syntagm which denotes "passive" (or rather, which is best translated

in English by a "passive" construction) falls into either the first

type of construction, which pertains to intransitive 1, or to the

second or third type of construction, which pertains to transitive 2.

Therefore, in Japanese, the term "passive" can be used in discussing

the denotation of a signum, but it has nothing to do with a specific

syntactic structure so that we do not have to refer to a construction

as either passive or active. For instance,
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okaasan wa Noriko wo sikaru.
(Mother) - (Noriko) - (scold)

(Mother scolds Noriko.)

(1,'2) Si 3 vihh*
Noriko wa okaasan ni sikarareru.
(Noriko) - (Mother) - (is scolded)

(Noriko is scolded by Mother.)

In Axiomatic Functionalism, -V> '"" the syntagm (4-1)

would be accepted as belonging to the second type of construction and

(4-2) as belonging to the first type of construction; the former

contains a transitive 1 predicative and the latter contains an

intransitive 1 predicative,

they can be analysed in the following way.

(4-1) PBS (transitive 1):

okaasan wa [subject]

Noriko wo [object]

predicative
sikaru

(4-2) PBS (intransitive 1)

Noriko wa [subject]

okaasan ni [complementary]

predicative
sikarareru

Both verbs "sikaru" and "sikarareru" should be considered as minimum

syntactic units since they, through the four criteria in Chapter 2,

can be established as syntactically simple. This also implies that

the denotation of "passive" in "sikarareru" (especially in the moneme
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"-reru") does not lead to the establishment of a separate type of

syntactic construction .

The difference between intransitive 1 and intransitive 2 verbs in

Japanese is that in the possible types of construction to which they

correspond, the former requires the first and the latter the third

type of construction.

The difference between transitive 1 and 2 predicatives is as

follows. If a verb corresponds to constructions (2) and (3), then,

this verb is categorised as "transitive 2". In practice, if an

object, which can take the particle "wo" or "wa" (i.e. "wa" and "wo"

commute), can become a "nested subject" which requires the particles

"ga" or "wa" (i.e. "wa" and "ga" commute), then, the verb in such a

situation is called "transitive 2".

For instance,

Synchronically, native speakers would accept these utterances, i.e.

realisations of the above syntagms are accepted as normal. They use

such utterances in different contexts with different denotations. I

used the word "synchronically" to avoid the possibility of doubting

that syntagms such as (4-3) might be accepted as well-formed. For a

kare wa kanozyo wo yuruseta.
(he) - (she) - (could forgive)

(4-4) *ir

wa

(He could forgive her.)
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diachronlc reason, i.e. because of changes of usages of particles, or

by changes of denotation of verbs which contain monemes "-ru/-reru-"

(perhaps the latter caused the former phenomenon), some native

speakers even now tend not to use "wo" for this type of predicative

above, because "ga" seems to sound more natural if they assume,

following the traditional interpretation, that the unit "-ru/-reru"

denotes "things happen naturally, as a sort of destiny, not caused by

human power". This difficulty will be further discussed i-n Chapter 5,

but for the moment, I shall use examples of this type of verb which

are normally accepted by native speakers and I shall be careful, in

order not to be biased with regard to acceptability, to select those

examples from actual texts like books or magazines published in Japan,

to which I shall add my own judgement and agreement as a native

speaker. The above examples are analysed in the following way.

(4-3) PBS (transitive 2)

the second type of construction

kare wa [subject]

kanozyo wo [object],

predicative
yuruseta

"Yuruseta" and any element with "ta" or its allomorphs (e.g. "da",

"tta", "masita"), implying "past tense", may be a predicative syntagm,

according to the four criteria in Chapter 2. If the entity "ta" is

justified as a syntactic entity, we can consider it as occupying a

"past tense" position, for instance. But I shall not discuss this in

greater details here because a substantial amount of further

investigation could be necessary.
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(4-4) PBS (transitive 2)

the third type of construction

1. PBS: [subject] » predicative syntagm
kare wa kanozyo ga yuruseta

2b. PBS': nested subject > P S
kanozyo ga yuruseta

(4-5) PBS (transitive 2)

either the second type of construction

kare wa [subject]

kanozyo wa [object]^
> P S
yuruseta

or the third type of construction

1. PBS [subject] * PS
kare wa kanozyo wa yuruseta

2b. PBS' nested subject P S
kanozyo wa yuruseta

In the case of (4-5), we are faced with an ambiguity as to which

construction the syntagm in question should be assigned to. This

ambiguity arises because the particle "wa" commutes with "ga" as well

as with "wo". Thus, it is difficult to decide whether this

construction is of the second or third type. In this respect, we may,

perhaps arbitrarily, assume that under certain realisational

conditions such as a longer pause (= a para-syntactic feature) between

"kare wa B and "kanozyo wa" than that between "kanozyo wa" and

"yuruseta", the syntagm "kanozyo wa" is more clearly linked to the

predicative syntagm "yuruseta", and claim that the syntagm in question
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i

should be regarded as belonging to the third type of construction.

Under other conditions such as the case that there is some emphasis on

"wa" in "kanozyo wa", or a pause between "kanozyo wan and "yuruseta",

however, we might rather wish to assume that "kanozyo wa" is of the

same hierachical level as the subject. In this case, it can be

assumed that "kanozyo wa" stand in an object position. This

assumption leads to the conclusion that (4-5) should belong to the

second type of construction. Both solutions are possible. We call

this a case of constructional ambiguity. In this way, this type of

ambiguity is very often solved on the level of realisation, i.e. on

the level of "sentence" which may contain special para-syntactic

features like pauses, or intonations, etc.. Unless these features are

given, however, it is arbitrary to which of the two types of

construction we assign the syntagm in question. •

In the case of transitive 1 verbs, their possibilities never

Include the third type of construction. In other words, the object

position in this case does not have the alternative of becoming "the

nested subject", i.e. in practice, the particle "wo" in the object

position does not commute with "ga" which would change the object into

"the nested subject". Examples of this type of verb will be shown in

4-2-1.
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4-2 Transitive Types of Predicative and their Corresponding PBS

4-2-1 Transitive 1 verbs

The following syntagms contain transitive 1 verbs which

correspond to only one type of construction, namely the second type.

(M) <k z-y ii ^
watasi no suutu wa imooto ga kiteiru.
(I) (of) (suits)- (younger sister) - (be wearing)

(My suits, my sister is wearing.)

1. PBS: imooto ga [subject]

watasi no suutu wa [object]/1

2a. FS: watasi no suutu > wa

2b. FS: imooto ^ ga

3a. Nominal Syntagm:

PS (ft.1)
' kiteiru

-> suutu
watasi no

t
4a. FS: watasi f no

(4-7) $^1 SsWfc ^ -

hanasi wa kinoo kiita yo.
(story) - (yesterday)(heard) -

(I heard your story yesterday.)

1. There is an assumption that "kiteiru" should be considered as a
"syntagm", i.e. an extended predicative syntagm in which a peripheral
"iru" determines "kite" as a "modality" or something similar. In the
English description, the EPS has a construction in which peripheral
positions like "modal", "tense", "aspect" and "modality" determine a
predicative. Such considerations would, however, 'be a topic for a
separate investigation.
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'Yo' is a kind of sentential marker.

1. EPBS: [kinoo]—
expansion

PBS
hanasi ta

2. PBS: [subject]
P S
kiita

hanasi wa [object]'

8) ffi 13-Clt tbh 3^1 v
tamago wa yoku hogusite kara ikkini chuukanabe

(egg) - (well)(beat) (after) (at once) (wok)

r~ {fci
ni nagasi komimasu

(in)(pour) (please)

(Please pour eggs into the wok at once after beating them well.)

1. EPBS

yoku kara [condition]

(E) PBS

tamago wa nagasikomimasu

2a. Functional Syntagm:

complement —

yoku hogusite

functional

kara

2b. EPBS:
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[manner}

ikkini

PBS

tamago wa masu

3a. EPBS:

[manner]*

yoku

-> PBS

hogusite

3b. PBS: (transitive 1)

<jt> [subject]
tamago wa [object]

chuukanabe ni [compl.]

P S

nagasikomimasu

l»a. F S

complement

hogusi

-> functional

te

5a. PBS

cj> [subject]
predicative

hogusi

^ [object]

The above analyses are summarised as follows:
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(yoku—» ((hogusi—*-te)—> kara))
tamago —> wa

J—nagasi-—masuchuukanabe -> ni
adjunct -—y x s—PBS —

With regard to the level 5a, I have thought that "tamago wa"

(indicated by '^ ' in the object position above ) may be an example of
the case of "conflation" (see Def. 21 and discussion below).

However, in Japanese, subjects and objects are not compulsory, and are

not required in the structure. Therefore, it is simply considered

that the position above is not realised and indicated by 'zero', and

conflation does not have to be considered. Conflation is the case

that an entity is required in a grammatical structure, but it does not

appear on the realisational level. For instance, 'conflation' is

shown in a transitive construction in English below. In this
-Jk

construction, the object "him" related to the predicative "hit" shows

conflation, which is symbolised by putting the conflated entity (=

"him") in a square.

•John hit and Peter pushed him.'

John

him

Peter
hit >\and «-

him
-j> pushed

"Nagasikomimasu" might be regarded as a syntagm which can be

analysed into "nagasikomi" and "masu". This claim, however, should be

deferred until sufficient research is done as to the identity of

"masu", which only seems to make the discourse more polite, without

having any effect on the denotation.
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(4-9) & ll
watasi wa suugaku wa
(I) - (mathematics)-

ft
mananda ga kagaku wa
(learnt) (but)(chemistry)-

manabanakatta.
(did not learn)
(I learnt mathematics but did not learn chemistry.)

1. Conjunctional Construction: (ft. 1)

(x ? functional)

watasi ga

-> x

kagaku ta.

2a. FS: watasi mana nda ga

"Ga" here is different from "ga" of a "subject" or a "nested subject".

The form is the same, but the denotation of the former is "but" (i.e.

they are different signa), and its syntactic position is a

"functional", which governes "watasi mananda".

2b. PBS: (transitive 1)

watasi wa [subjectlb

kagaku wa [object]

(E)PS

manabanakatta

I have omitted the rest.

1. Conjuctional Syntagm: a
"(x > functional); p x" in which
peripheral "functional syntagm" is of
a signum for the nucleus at the first

syntagm symbolised as
a signum for a complement in the
a similar distribution class to
level of analysis.
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<«-io)43^ ii rttfoat
kaigi wa asu okonaimasu.

(meeting)- (tomorrow) (hold)

(The meeting is held tomorrow.)

1. EPBS: [time]- -» PBS

asu kaigi masu

2. PBS:

t [subject]

kaigi wa[object]

P S

okonaimasu

As shown above, an object with the particle "wa" is very often placed

at the beginning of a syntagm especially when a subject is "zero",

since on the utterance level a subject position refers to "the

speaker", "a third person", "people in general", or even to "someone

or something which is already known to both the speaker and hearer."

In this case, on some level of 'meaning', the object position implies

"theme", or "topic in conversation", or, "as far as something or

someone is concerned,..." This has, however, no relevance to the

syntactic structure. For syntactic purposes, because "wa" commutes

with different particles in different positions, the only means of

assessing the actual position (i.e. function, such as "subject",

"object", etc. ) is to try commutation with a particle which

distinguishes the function.

For instance,
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(4-6)

(4-7)

(4-8)

(4-9)

watasino suutu

!/

hanasi

'/

tamago

tt

watasi

V

9

(4-10) kaigi

//

wa

wo

wa

wo

wa

wo

wa

ga

wa

wo

imooto

?

9

suugaku

u

kagaku

'/

<P

ga

wa

wa

wo

wa

wo

The above commutation tests show that we can have "wo", but not "ga"

in the object position, and "ga" but not "wo" in the subject position

without any changes of syntactic relations between entities.
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4-2-2. Transitive 2 Verbs

The following examples are syntagms with this type of verb.

(4-11 )a \\ Vh ^ZbhX-L
kare wa shoo ga ataerareta.
(he) - (prize) - (was given)

(He was given a prize.)

1. PBS: the third type of construction

[subject] ^ PS
kare wa shoo-—reta

2a. FS: kare ^ wa

2b. PBS': nested subject —^ P S
shoo ga ataerareta

etc.

(4-11)b '/& \X >|t £ iftf-
wo

1. PBS: the second type of construction

kare wa [subject]

shoo wo [object]

* P S
ataerareta

etc.

(4-11 )c YX
ŵa

We have to consider whether it is the second type of

construction,

kare wa [subject]

shoo wa [object]

P S
ataerareta
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or the third type of construction

[subject] * ((nested subject) ? ( PS ))
kare wa shoo wa ataerareta

This construction is also structurally ambiguous; see the discussion

in the previous section.

(H-12) 1 4)^) -^A 0^
son-na mono ga taberareru ka.
(such) (thing) - (can eat)

(I cannot eat such a thing!)

"Ka" is a sentential marker, indicating a "rhetorical question".

1. PBS: (transitive 2)

the third type of construction

[subject] ? ((nested subject) ^ (predicative)
son-na mono ga taberareru

etc.

(4_i3)a ^ |1 (A It $ $
otto wa tuma no hutei ga yurusenakatta.
(husband)- (wife) (of)(betray) - (could not forgive)

(The husband could not forgive the betrayal of his wife.)

1. PBS: (transitive 2): the third type of construction

[subject] > P S
otto wa tuma ta

2a. FS: otto > wa

2b. PBS': nested subject- > P S
tuma ga yuru ta

etc.
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(4-13)b j^)X (7) % ft. £ v% €
wo

1. PBS (transitive 2): the second type of construction

otto wa [subject]

tuma wo[object]
etc.

PS

yurusenakatta

This type of predicative is designated by commutation of "ga" with

"wo" in a syntagm which is potentially a "nested subject" or an

"object". As shown above, "transitive 2" types of verb correspond to

both the second and the third types of construction. Compare this

type of verb with "transitive 1". One notices that there are certain

verbs which cannot take a nested subject, i.e. they never take "ga"

instead of "wo" ; in this case, this type of verb falls into

"transitive 1" On the other hand, there are a certain number of verbs

which seem to require both a nested subject and an object; in this

case, I shall refer to them as "transitive 2".

The difficulty arises when "wa" appears either in the object

position (in the second type of construction) or in the nested subject

position (in the third type of construction) such as in (4-11)c. In

this case, we do not know whether we have the second type or the third

type of construction. We have noticed so far that "wa" seems to

commute with most particles so that a syntagm with "wa" could occupy

almost any position in the chain in question. This "convenience" in

reality leads to great difficulties in establishing the syntactic

relation between such a syntagm and other units. It is therefore

understandable that it has caused quite a number of controversies
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among linguists.

In the late 60's, the problem seemed to be solved by Mikami's

claim that a syntagm with "wa" (my terminology) is a "thematic" unit,

relating ( Mikami's "kankei" (= relation)) to the rest of a sentence

(= in a general sense). Indeed, in many cases, "wa" denotes "theme"

or "topic", but it is rather an optimistic or a short-cut conclusion

to say that everything with "wa" governs (in the AF sense) the rest of

a sentence (=syntagm in AF). As we have seen, "Hirosima wa" in (3-4)

is obviously different from that in (3-5); the former, although

determining the rest, is an expansion of the PBS; the latter is in

the subject position determining a PS as an immediate constituent

within a PBS.

In addition to these relations, we have a sort of hint as to the

nature of "wa" in "Hirosim wa" of (3-4) in that it commutes with

"de/ni", which automatically leads us to the conclusion that that

syntagm is an adjunct of a kind, say, a "locative" adjunct. On the

other hand, "wa" in "Hirosima wa" of (3-5) commutes with "ga", but not

with "de/ni". This already indicates that it is not the same as in

(3-4).

Mikami's claim of "theme" for "wa" will appear more absurd when

we examine such syntagms as (4-11)c.. As shown in (4-11)a,b, the

pleremes "ga" and "wo" commute with "wa", and this commutation gives

some ambiguity as to the nature of the construction. This ambiguity

has nothing to do with "theme/topic" considerations. We notice that

any idea of "theme" caused by "wa" in (3-4) is not the same as that

caused by "wa" in "shoo wa". In (4—11)c, native speakers may expect

the continuity of an utterance which shows comparison of "shoo wa"
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with something else which had been expected to "be given to him" but

actually was not. In this respect, I agree with Kuno (1973) that "wa"

may indicate "contrastive" in this particular example, although this

assumption is not relevant to syntactic analysis. As I have already

mentioned in 1-1, "wa" in "shoo wa" creates the problem that we could

not decide onto which construction we would have to map the syntagm

(1—11)c. For the momemt, I will assume that both constructions are

equally acceptable, and that a choice between them is arbitrary.
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4-3. Intransitive Types of Predicative and their Corresponding PBS

4-3-1. Intransitive 1 Verbs

This type of verb corresponds to only one type of PBS, namely to

"the first type of construction". The following syntagms contain

intransitive 1 verbs.

kare wa kodomo ni nakareta.
(he) - (child) (by) (suffered+crying)

(He suffered his child's crying.)

kare wa [subject]

kodomo ni[compl]

P S

nakareta

(4-15) \0)
sono ko wa dare kara mo misuterareta.
(that)(child)- (everybody)(by)(even)(was abandoned)

(That child was abandoned by every single person.)

sono ko wa [subject] -

dare kara mo [compl.]

P S
misuterareta

(4-16)^ ^ ll M. lC
ano shoozyo wa hahaoya ni niteiru.
(that)(girl) - (mother) - (resemble)

(That girl resembles her mother.)

ano shoozyo wa [subject]-

hahaoya ni [compl.]

predicative
niteiru
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I consider "niteiru" as a predicative, i.e. a minimum syntactic unit.

I doubt if "-iru" in "niteiru" is the same kind as that in "kiteiru"

(= to be wearing) in (4-6). One might assume that "niteiru" is

derived from "niru" and that it is a syntagm where "-iru" occupies a

"modality" position (Cf. the foot note about the syntagm (4-6),

4-2-1). However, "-iru" above does not seem to give the denotation

"progressive" (= to be ing), but denotes "state or appearance". At

the same time, I have not been able to demonstrate a proper and

productive commutation with a syntagm (in the fourth criterion) while

such a denotation recurs in the same way. But I shall not discuss

this any further since it is irrelevant to this thesis.

I'll Ikil Wit
nyuuyooku dewa watasi wa .itumo mayotta.
(New York) (in) (I) - (always) (got lost)

(In New York, I was always lost.)

1. EPBS:

[place] ^ (E)PBS
(nyuu yooku dewa) itumo- mayotta

2b. EPBS:

[manner] > PBS
itumo nyuuyooku mayotta

3a. PBS:

[subject]—— ^ P S
[watasi wa] mayotta

etc.

(4-18)^ )1 ^0
kaigi wa asu okonawaremasu.
(meeting)- (tomorrow) (is held)

(The meeting is held tomorrow.)
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[ asu]
[E]

■} ([kaigi wa]
[subject]

^ okonawaremasu)
P S

As I have repeatedly mentioned earlier, the denotation of each verb

has nothing to do with the syntactic construction. In many schools of

linguistics, perhaps because of the dominance of English, especially

in transformational grammar, verbs in (16) and (4-17) are

differentiated from those in (4-14), (4-15), and (4-18) with regard to

the type of syntactic construction which they are assigned to.

However, for reasons of simplicity and of adequacy, they do not need

to be categorised in different constructions.

It has to be noted that the term "complement" in fact stands for

a number of different positions. In the absence of survey of this, I

gave only the position, "complement" as a whole.• If we made further

investigations, we might find several positions, just as in the case

of "expansion" of the PBS (Cf. 3-4). For instance, the complement

positions in (4-14) and (4-15) may represent different positions from

that in (4-16). This is, however, only an assumption which needs

further research.

"Wa" in the subject position in each syntagm above may commute

with "ga" which results in a different denotation although this

commutation does not affect the syntactic construction. Qua

denotation, the use of "wa" seems to imply that in the case of "watasi

wa", for instance, the signum in the subject position is exclusive,

i.e. "not others, but 'I'. This is what many have referred to as

"thematic".
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One might be confused if one were given verbs such as "tobu"

(=fly) and "hasiru" (=run) as to what types of verb they should be

considered to be. They seem to fall into "intransitive 1", but the

following examples refute this assumption and therefore, they fall

into "transitive 1".

sora wo tobu.

(sky) - (fly) (to fly in the sky)

(1-20) ^
rooka wo hasiru

(corridor) - (run) (to run in the corridor)

The syntagms "sora wo" and "rooka wo" stand in the object position.

One might say, and Tokieda (1950) claims, that they are not "object"

but only refer to the place where the action takes place. Once one

bases oneself upon the meaning of labels and also upon the name of

positions to which semantic significance is attached, one is no longer

able to assign semantic features to syntactic relations, i.e. to

interprete them qua "meaning". This is because they were already

based upon meaning. Indeed, one could say that a syntagm with "wo"

does not always occupy an object position. But the hypothesis that it

is "object" will not be refuted until the syntactic relation between

that and a predicative above is demonstrated to be different from that

in (*J-1), for instance. Until such refutation, we maintain that a

syntagm with "wo" occupies the object position, and as Axiomatic

Functionalism clarifies, this descriptive term "object" is used only

for the description of Japanese so that "object" may be, and actually
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is, different from the same term used in descriptions of English, or

any other language. That is, sueh terms as "object", "subject",

"transitive", etc. are mere arbitrary labels; they are

language-specific, and therefore, only valid for the description in

question.
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^-3-2. Intransitive 2 Verbs

This type of verb corresponds to only "the third type of

construction" . The following examples show this type of verb and its

construction.

(k-21) j[L\ 13 Jv
vatasi wa sono sinamono ga kiniitta.
(I) - (that) (article) - (took a fancy to)

(I took a fancy to that article.)

1 PBS: [subject] } P S
watasi wa sono tta.

2b. PBS': nested subject ?P S
sono ga kiniitta

(4-22) id- tk^ <5? t'ih
kare wa suugaku ga dekiru.
(he) - (mathematics) - (can do)

(He is good at mathematics.)

[subject]' ((nested subject) ? predicative)
kare wa suugaku ga dekiru

(n-23) ht (ifcpt id
oya to hanarete sumukoto wa
(parent)- (separate) (living)

kangaerarenakatta.
(could not think)

(I could not think of living far away from my parents .)

1 PBS: [subject] -? P S
oyato katta

2b PBS': nested subject. P S
oyato—kotowa kangaerarenakatta
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(1|_24) bk ^ Kk
watasi wa kare ga sukida.
(I) - (he) - (like) (1 like him.)

1. PBS: [subject] f PS
watasi wa kare da

2b. PBS': nested subject » predicative
kare ga sukida

(4-25) oiUh^tj 13- :y^7\ Ps
nonchan wa zyuusu ga hosii.
(Non-chan) - (juice) - (want)

(little)
(Non-chan wants juice.)

[subject]- £ ((nested subject)- ^ predicative)
Non-chan zyuusu ga hosii

The difficulty in finding out "intransitive 2" arises when we talk

about acceptability of a syntagm as well-formed. In fact, some native

speakers are confused in the usage of "ga" and "wo" for a nested

subject. Personally, I have never heard the use of or used "wo" for

"ga" in "suugaku ga" in (4-22), but on occasion I have heard native

speakers use "wo" in (4-23), (4-24), and (4-25). With regard to

establishing a predicative "intransitive 2" as one of the types of

predicative, there is no problem since there are a certain number of

verbs which fall into this category. The problem arises when we have

controversies on certain verbs as to which construction(s) they

correspond to; "intransitive 2" or "transitive 2", because of

different opinions on acceptability of "wo" for "ga". This problem is

going to be discussed further in details in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5: SOME DIFFICULTIES IN THE SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS REGARDING A

CHOICE BETWEEN TRANSITIVE 2 AND INTRANSITIVE 2

So far, we have been mainly concerned with the syntactic analysis

of Predicative Based Syntagms. By the application of certain tenets

of the Axiomatic Functionalists' theory, we have established six types

of predicative and three types of construction as their corresponding

PBS. Each type of predicative corresponds to one or more of the three

types of construction. These constructions are established only by

syntactic relations between syntagmatic entities, and only such

relations categorise all possible types of predicative into six types.

The name of each type of predicative is attached merely for

conveniences and so, has nothing to do with names used in traditional

senses or in any other description of Japanese or of any other

language. The number of predicatives and their corresponding PBS is

claimed to be a minimum without any redundancy, i.e. no different

types of predicative are mapped onto the same PBS. At the same time,

unless and until a predicative were found which would not correspond

to any of the established types of PBS, the number, i.e. the

'six' types of predicative and the 'three' types of PBS, would be

accepted as adequate.

As has been already mentioned, all the examples in Chapter 3 and

4 were carefully selected as typical of each type and, therefore,

would hardly raise objections as to acceptability by native speakers.

However, not all predicatives in Japanese seem to be so clearly

regarded as corresponding to particular PBS(s) as the examples in the.

previous chapters. This is because, like in any other description of
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languages, the acceptability of some utterances is not clearly

settled, and those utterances which are accepted by native speakers

vary according to different generations, social background, and so on.

There must be several reasons for different degrees of acceptability.

However, the present chapter is not concerned with listing such

reasons, which would, I believe, be no better than a mere conjecture.

Here, we cite some instances of predicatives which are likely to

be the focus of controversy as to which construction(s) they

correspond to and try to find the solution to this problem. Let us

look at the following syntagms.

(5-i,M -V} % tr •#<•)*
Taroo wa moo zi ga kakeru.
(Taroo) - (already)(letter) - (can write)

(Taroo can already write.)

(5-2) #0 r£
son-na omoi mono ga moteraasuka 1
(such) (heavy) (thing) - (can carry)!

(It is too heavy to carry such a thing.)

(5-3) K f ri
yoku son-na erasooria koto ga ieru na I

(how dare) (such) (masterful) (thing) - (say) - !
(How dare you say such a masterful thing?)

The syntagms above can be safely said to be normally accepted. On the

utterance level, they sound natural without any questions. The

problem is that in certain contexts, native speakers use "wo" instead

of "ga" in "zi ga", "omoimono ga" and "erasoona koto ga". This

exchanging of "wo" with "ga" happens especially to a syntagm which

contains a verb, so called "-ru/-reru verb", whose ending form is

either "-ru" or "-reru". ("-ru" in "kake-ru", for instance, and not
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that of the normal verbs in n-run. But in such cases as "kakeru",

there is a form "kaku" (= "to write") which is traditionally regarded

as the "ground form" of "kakeru". The ending "-reru" is of the same

function as "-ru", but is the form attached to verbs whose "ground

form" already ends in "-ru".)

According to the survey of Oono (1978), the denotation of

"-ru/-reru" was traditionally "zihatu" . i.e. "something

emerges naturally; it is not caused by human power, but something

beyond power, say, the power of nature", and "-ru/-reru" seems to have

not had the denotation of "ability to do something", but for some

reasons or other, in modern Japanese, native speakers use "-ru/-reru"

verbs for both meanings. This change of meaning has also affected the

use of particles in utterances, i.e. the syntactic constructions have

also been changed. Some "-ru/-reru" verbs are actually used for

different meanings by means of "ga" and "wo". For example,

(5-4) |A7 fl* fe7^
naihu ga tukaeru
(knife) - (use) - (to know how to use a knife)

(5-5) S
wo

(to be able to use a knife)

(5-6) <7> ,V* Jf> ;}f fa %
zen no kokoro ga satoreru
(Zen) - (spirit) - (realise)

(The spirit of Zen is in due course realised.)

(5-7) lU' i
wo

(to be able to realise the spirit of Zen)

With "ga", "tukaeru" denotes "to know how to use something" or in
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certain contexts, "something is allowed to be used", and with "wo", it

denotes "a person's ability to use something". In the same way,

"satoreru" with "ga" denotes "to realise something in due course" and

with "wo", it denotes "a person's ability to realise something."

As for the examples (5-4) - (5-7), I consider them as "transitive

2" which corresponds to both the second and third types of

construction since they are acceptable as normal utterances on the

realisational level, giving different denotations.

For the same reason, it is also possible to consider "kakeru" in

(5-1) as "transitive 2" although this verb with "ga" may already imply

to some extent "Taroo's ability of writing". With regard to (5-2) and

(5-3), the acceptability of "wo" may be less than in the other cases,

especially in the contexts in question, i.e. it is more likely that

"wo" will be used in other contexts such as,

(5-8) ^ \ ll
kono nimotu wo moteru . tikaramoti wa

(this) (load) - (can carry) (the strong)

&
imasu ka?
(be present)

(Is there a strong person who can carry this load?)

(5-9) >1 £vV 01 % £ v) £ %Vd k. il
korehodo no meimonku wo ieru hi to wa

(such) - (brilliant word)- (can say)(person)-

IC fan Ofjus
kare ni oite hokani inai.
(he) (other othan) (not)
(There is no one like him that can say such brilliant
words.)

In these examples, the emphasis is more strongly placed on the

personal ability of an action than in the case of (5-2) and (5-3)• In
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this case, "wo" is more naturally acceptable.

Because I have never compiled statistics for the acceptability of

"wo" for "-ru/-reru" verbs, J. cannot 'clearly' claim which of this

kind of verb should be considered as "transitive 2" and which should

fall into "intransitive 2". However, at least all the verbs

exemplified above, in my opinion, can be considered as "transitive 2"

in spite of a slight difference qua degree of acceptability. A

syntagm with "wo" is related to a predicative (syntagm) on the same

level as a subject and it seems to imply "a personal ability". On the

other hand, a syntagm with "ga" (= "nested subject) is more closely

related to a predicative (syntagm) than a subject, and seems to imply

"zihatu" (see above). In this way, the syntagms above have a

different syntactic structure as well as a different denotation,

according to the deployment of "wo" or "ga". In addition, all the

constructions, whether with "wo" or "ga", are acceptable in standard

Japanese. For these reasons, I assume that those verbs exemplified

above can be considered as "tansitive 2", which correspond to both the

second and third types of construction.

On the other hand, I would not' accept a syntagm such as,

(5-10) * iu ll f 'fetC
watasi wa kare wo sukida
(I) - (he) - (like)

(I like him.)

One might say that the predicative "sukida", which falls into

"intransitive 2" in this thesis, should be regarded as "transitive 2"

since the utterance of (5-10) is actually heard. This may, in fact,

be indicative of impending linguistic change, but I shall not accept

its occurrence in this thesis because it cannot be considered as a
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form of 'standard Japanese'. Unlike the other predicatives in (5-1) -

(5-9), "wo" with "sukida" is very much less accepted as normal on the

level of utterances in 'standard Japanese', i.e. although native

speakers understand what that utterance means, the realisation of

(5-10) can be hardly accepted as "well-formed" within the

speech-phenomena ('standard Japanese') dealt with in this thesis.

Moreover, compared with the "transitive 2" above, there would remain a

problem even if the utterance of (5-10) were accepted as

"well-formed". That is, the commutation between "wo" and "ga" does

not produce the same kind of distinction in structure as well as in

denotation as "transitive 2" verbs. The semantic import between "kare

wo" and "sukida" v/ould remain the same as that between "kare ga" and

"sukida", i.e. the syntactic relation involved would be the same

whether "ga" or "wo" were attached to "kare". Thus, "wo" does not

give any different denotation from "ga" in this syntagm. Therefore,

"sukida" can be scarcely considered as the same type of predicative as

those of "transitive 2". The establishment of "transitive 2" is based

on the acceptability of both "wo" and "ga". The difference in usage

leads, as we have seen, to a difference in structure. If a

predicative scarcely meets these conditions, it cannot be said to

belong to "transitive 2".
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NOTES

N.1: Language

"Language" is for "a semiotic system with a double articulation."

(Def.3c ) "Semiotie system" is defined as "system of conventions for

communication". (Def. 1c), and "double articulation" as "both

cenotactics and plerotactics" (Def. 3c). "Cenotactics" is for

"cenological (= phonological) ordered system". "Ordered" is, as we

saw in Chapter 1, for "complex system with ordering relations between

elements". Therefore, articulation, say, cenotactics or plerotactics,

is concerned with an "ordered" system.

N.2, N.3: Signs and Signa

A sign is a wholly fixed conventional index, i.e. a sign is an

index where the relationship between the form and an information value

is wholly fixed. "index" means a class of forms with the same

denotation. (See N.4.) Within systems of "signa", there are "symbols" and

"signs"; the former are indices which are partly fixed conventional.

Symbols like "John" as a person's name are to some extent

denotationally conventional in that "John" is a-male name, but can be

applied to anyone that is male. Signa, whether they are signs or

symbols, are all functional in grammar but signa which are not signs

are left out from the semantic scope because "semantic description

includes only the description of those aspects of meaning that are

conventionally determined within the language that is being

described". (p191 : TSOL) The details of "index and signum" are seen
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in Mulder and Hervey (1972).

N. 4: Denotation

"Denotation" is for "correspondence with a particular denotation

class" (Def.5a in "Postulates for Axiomatic Functionalist Semantics"

(pp.203 - 211)). "Denotation class" is defined as "the set of all and

only the denotata denoted by respective utterances belonging to the

same signum". (Def. 5b, Ibid) "Denote" is for "refer to by virtue of

specific conventions" and "denotatum" is for "denotable denoted by

utterances". "Utterance" is "member of signum such that it is a model

for a single realisation (in actual communication) of that signum".

(Def. 1a, Ibid) "Denotable" is defined as "actually or potentially

ostensible entity capable of being expressed by the realisation of at

least on index". (Def. 4a, Ibid) (ostensible = distinct from at

least on other entity, or from its own absence)

N.5: Systemology

Systemology of language has dichotomy as its subsystems;

cenology (= phonology), i.e. system of figurae, and plerology (-

grammar), i.e. system of signa. ("figurae" is for "semiotic entity

which has only form". (Def. 2b)) Each system has two subsystems i.e.

"cenematics" as "complex unordered cenological system" and

"cenotactics" as "complex ordered cenological system" in cenology, and

"plerematics (= morphology)" as "complex unordered plerological

system" and "plerotactics (= syntax)" as "complex ordered plerological

system" in plerology. Each of the four subsystems is interlocked, via

either a type of phonological form in cenology or a type of signum in

plerology. Morphology and syntax are interlocked via "pleremes", for
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instance. (Cf. ppl45 - 151: TSOL)

N.6: Diverse and Parallel Determinations

Diverse determination is defined as "complex tactic relation such

that two or more peripheral immediate constituents are subordinated to

the same nucleus, but in different ways. I.e. aRxc and bRyc, where

'a' and 'b' are peripheral, 'c' is nuclear, and Rx and Ry are

different tactic relations (relators)." (Def. 14a) In symbols,

On the other hand, parallel determination is defined as "complex

tactic relation such that two or more peripheral immediate

constituents are subordinated to the same nucleus, but it cannot be

ascertained that they are so in different ways. I.e. aRxc and bRyc,

where, as far as we know, ( x = y ), i.e. x = y ". (Def. 1^b) In

symbols,

For instance,

a

■> 0
b

kare wa tuma wo nagutta.
(he) - (wife) - (hit)

(He hit his wife.)

kare wa tuma wa nagutta.
(He hit his 'wife', but not others.)
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In the construction of (A), no matter where "kare wa" and "tuma wo"

are positioned as word-order, for example,

(A)a tuma wo kare wa nagutta.

(A)b kare wa nagutta, tuma wo.

the syntaro "kare wa" is always considered as occupying the subject

position. In syntax, (A), (A)a and b all determine the same positions

for each immediate constituent. In other words, peripheral positions

in the syntagms, i.e. the subject position is exclusively to be

filled by "kare wa" and never by "tuma wo", and the object position is

filled by only "tuma wo" and never by "kare wa". In this sense, these

peripheral positions are considered as relating in the same way to

their nucleus, "nagutta". Such a case is called "parallel

determination", symbolised as

kare wa

tuma wo *

nagutta

In the ease of the syntagm (B), unlike (A), word order plays an

important role in the sense that "kare wa" in (B) is a subject while,

for instance, in the case like

(B)a tuma wa kare wa nagutta.

"kare wa" is considered as an object. However, the peripheral

positions in both (B) and (B)a are considered as being in "parallel

determination" from the viewpoint of the position class. In other
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words, in the syntagm (B), "wa" in "kare wa" commutes with "ga" and

"wa" in "tuma wa" can be altered by "wo", which clarifies that the

position class for each peripheral entity is still different.

Therefore, by commutation, one can find that each position class is

exclusively filled by one and only one immediate constituent, and is

,,nv"r nilnH hv another 1 mmrrl f a to constituent. As far as types of PBS

in Japanese are concerned, consequently, there is no case of "diverse

determination".
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APPENDIX 1: Concord between "Subject" and "Predicative" with a

Honorific Expression?

Mikami (1960, etc) claims that a syntagm (in the AF sense) with

"wa" cannot be considered as a "subject" in the same sense as in

European languages. One of the reasons for this is the definition (in

a general sense) of "subject" in European languages is "a unit which

is in concord with a "predicative" (in the AF sense), and there is no

such concord between a syntagm with "wa" and a "predicative" in

Japanese.

On the other hand, Kuno(1977) claims the existence of a kind of

concord between "subject" and "predicative" and for this reason,

insists on the existence of "subject". As an example of 'concord', he

explains how a honorific expression in a "predicative" is formed. In

his opinion, a variety of honorific expressions emerges according t.o

the nature of the "subject" concerned. In other words, honorific

expressions in a "predicative" differ according to a different status,

age, and level of "respect", etc.. If a "subject" is the Emperor or

the Prime Minister, for instance, the "predicative" must contain a

supreme honorific expression, v/hich Kuno calls "concord" between a

"subject" and a "predicative".

In my opinion, it is not necessary to discuss the claims of

Mikami and Kuno in this thesis for two reasons. The main reason is

that Axiomatic Functionalism is not concerned with a universal

"subject" which can be used in every description of languages in the

world. A "subject" is a mere label v/hich is valid only for a

description concerned, i.e. language specific. Therefore, whatever
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kind of "agreement" exists between two entities is irrelevant to

attaching labels such as "subject" or "predicative". The second

reason is that the 'concord' matter does not appear to be so important

to Mikami, i.e. he exemplifies 'concord' merely to emphasise the

point that the Japanese "subject" is different from the European

"subject". His suggestion that the term "subject" should be abolished

is not because there is no concord between "subject" and "predicative"

in Japanese, but because a "subject" in European languages can be

hardly brought into the grammar (in a general sense) of Japanese as a

notion. It is for this reason that he suggests the term "theme" to

avoid confusion. In this respect, it is absurd to stick to the

existence of "subject" in Japanese simply because of the existence of

'concord'.

At the same time, if there were 'concord' between "subject" and

"predicative", it should exist consistently between them. According

to my examination of honorific expressions, a different rate of

"respect" for a "subject" does not necessarily correspond to a

specific honorific expression in a "predicative". For instance, there

are several possible expressions to mean "ate", here;

omesiagari ni nararemasita (1)

omesiagari ni narareta (2)

mesiagatta (3)

'ate' tabemasita (it)

tabeta (5)
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\
kutta

itadakimasita

Itadaita

(8)

(7) '

(6)

The numeral order indicates decreasing level or degree of 'honorific',

from 'supreme honorific' to 'humble' expressions. If we follow Kuno's

opinion, the entity which means "ate" must be changed according to the

nature of the "subject". Indeed, this type of 'concord', if any,

exists under the limited condition that the topic 'ate' on the

utterance level is concerned with only a 'speaker' or a 'hearer', i.e.

the "subject" is either 'I' or 'you'. However, when "subject" is a

third person who is a topic in the utterance, this type of 'concord'

does not necessarily occur, according to the nature of a "subject".

This is because honorific expressions take into consideration all

kinds of relation between a "speaker", a "hearer" and a "person in a

topic". In other words, the degree of 'honorific' in the

"predicative" is not necessarily in proportion to the rate of respect

for the "subject". For instance, when two colleagues from the same

company talk about their President's eating, they use (1) or (2). On

the other hand, if one of them is talking about the same topic with a

visitor, he will use (8) because he is supposed to respect the

visitor, not his President, as if he and his President were in a

family. This example proves that the same "subject" requires

different predicatives according to the relations between the

'speaker', the 'hearer', and the 'person in a topic'. Therefore,

there is no justification in discussing 'concord' between "subject"

and "predicative" in order to insist on the existence of "subject".
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APPENDIX 2: Fossiles

In addition to an example of fossilised expressions in Chapter 3,

I represent here several examples which are considered as "syntactic

fossiles". Although in Chapter 3 and 4, we have concentrated on

particles "wa", "ga", and "wo" which are conclusive factors for

deciding which construction(s) a syntagm in question corresponds to,

some^ syntagms with one or more of those particles are difficult to be
analysed into smaller constituents because of a difficulty of proper

commutations. In other words, in such syntagms, each constituent

cannot commute with another while its denotation recurs in the same

way. Such syntagms are called "syntactic fossiles", and they are left

out of the analysis. For instance,

(D ftl
hara ga tatu
(stomach)- (stand) (to get angry)

(2) $-„* tb
ago
(jaw)
ago ga dederu

(go out) (to give up)

<3>£ P'
asi ga deru
(foot) - (go out) (to be short of money)

(i) Jt $
asi ga tuku
(foot) - (tach) (to be traced)

(5) 'f ^
te ga aku
(hand) - (open) (to be disengaged)

(6)8(1 p? rj0
me ga nai
(eye) - (not) (to be very fond of)
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(7) 0) "f $ vA
hana no sita ga nagai
(nose) (of) (below) - (long) (to be a spoony)

All of them are generally known as idiomatic expressions which have

figurative meanings. "Hara': and "tatu", for example, are used

separately in other contexts with denotations "stomach" and "stand"

respectively such as in the syntagms,

However, once those signa "hara" and "tatu" are used together which

denotes "to get angry", they are no longer the same signa as those in

the syntagms (8) and (9). The meaning of "hara ga tatu" is

specialised so that it is impossible that each cons.ituent in this

syntagm commutes with another while its denotation recurs in the same

way. As we saw the case of "pseudo-composites" in Chapter 2, we

should not look at signa from etymological or associative viewpoints

in syntactic analysis. It means that although we can guess that the

state of "stomach - standing" implies "to get angry", we can hardly

identify the constituents "hara" and "tatu" in this syntagm with those

in (8) and (9). The forms are the same, but we cannot accept them as

the same signa. Therefore, the signa (1) - (7) should be treated

differently from those (8) and (9). Here, the signa (1) - (7) ane

called "syntactic fossiles"; they are syntactically simple, i.e. they are

not analysed into smaller constituent signa.

hara ga itai
(stomach)- (painful) (to have stomachahe)

(9) iff- V* ft-7
boo ga tatu

(stick) - ( stand) (A stick stands.)
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The scheme, fig.3 (p. 35) is actually based on the type of

predicative, i.e. nucleus of the PBS, and its distributional

properties. This was done because one of the controversial issues in

this thesis is the construction with the (perhaps not very aptly)

so-called "nested subject". In setting it apart in this way, I could

deal with this separately from other intransitives. It should,

however, be understood that from the point of view of the actual

construction, i.e. as a PBS, it does in no way differ from other

intransitives.

e.g. subject > predicative

kaigi ga j okonawaremasu (Cf. (4-1G) p.7*0

watasi ga + icare ga suki da (Cf. (^1—24) p.79)

The only feature that makes the latter interesting is in the nature of

the predicative. That is, on the second level of the analysis we have

again an ordinary intransitive, i.e.

subject > predicative

kaigi ga > okonawareuasu

watasi ga » Rare ga suki da

Rare ga > suki da.

-



Though this is not an argument fro;.: which to start the analysis, to

regard constructions with "ga", when determining a predicative, as

being. the subject in a PES is completely in argument with everything

v;fe observe with regard to the "meaning" of utterances containing "ga".

That is to say, to regard "x ga" in ">: ga > y" as the subject is

materially adequate.

From the fact that the "nested subject" construction does not

'actually' represent a new construction, but an already established

construction twice applied, it follows that not only is it not

necessary tc consider alternatives, but the use of any alternative

v;ould violate the principle of simplicity. Otherwise, we might have

had to consider "diverse determination" here. I shall not here go

into how unsatisfactory this would have been from the point of view of

suen "functionals" as "we." and "ga", which are typically

distribution-determining, ana, therefore, unlikely not to be connected

with parallel determination. Another alternative that has been

suggested, i.e. "(watasi ga kare ga) sulci da", would have had tc be

rejectee out of hand anyway, because of the impossibility, as far as I

can see, cf establishing; any plausible direct relation between "watasi

ga" and "kare ga". But all this is to the side as - as I said already

- no alternative should be considered anyway in the first place.

It should be pointed out that not only from the point of view of

simplicity, but also from the point of view of adequacy, is the

"nested subject" solution particularly satisfactory. It is the only

solution that accounts for the fact that though elsewhere the subject

is always an "expansion", i.e. it commutes with "zero", it is not an

expansion when it is part 01 the predicative. That is, we can navcj

—> suki da)
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i> —? (k■.are /.;a

. l/txi,- ± > d _> ( kart

3Ui-ki da ")

sulci da ^

but not

Wcl/dci : c» ->( 9* -> SUK1 da

Of course, there can be the case of' "ellipsis", but out of context (or

situation, or special prosodic features), it is doubtful whether

"wetasi ga suki da" in the sense of "I like you" can be considered as

well-formed.

It has also been suggested, with regard to the second type of

construction, that one has diverse determination, say, in "kare we

tuma vox nagutta." (Example (E), p.OG). But if in the construction,

kare -;a

na;;u t ta

uui'ia v/o

(kxaiiipl e (A) f p • oo)

one replaces "ga" by Wwa", the relation between "kare ga/v.'a" and

"nagutta" remains the same, and so does the relation of "tuma wo/wa"

and "nagutta", if one replaces "wo" by "wa". (Cf. pp.88 - 50)

Clearly - and this noticed everywhere in the language - replacing any

of the so called "particles" by "wa" does not affect the syntactic

structure, though it does, of course, effect the meaning. That is,

"wa" indicates e relation that can vaguely be called "topicalisation",

and most denotata of nouns in most positions can be so topicalised.
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Low, it would be absurd to naintain that in case both "g&" and

"wo" are replaced by "wa", there suddenly is a change of structure,

i.e. of relations, and yet this is, in effect, what the "diverse

determination" proponents imply. Even more absurd is the implication

that one can commute; "ga" with "we", and one can commute "wo" with

"wa", but if one has commuted the one, and one then commutes the

other, none of the two has actually be commuted because the structure-

has changed. Commutation - valid commutation - can only apply in

equivalent contents, and the two structures ("diverse" and "parallel")

are not equivalent. In fact, that what is wrong in the reasoning: of

the proponents of 'diverse determination', is two-fold; a) it is the

'position class' that matters, not an occasional member that the

classes have in common, and b) the identity of "wa" in Japanese is

such that u aoes not affect the structure.

There is yet another respect in which the "diverse

determinetionists" arc wrong, ana that is in the data themselves.

Though it is right to answer that in theory ambiguity could arise in

case both "ga" and "wo" are replaced by "wa", in normal cases if it is

not clear from the identity of the objects (here "icare" and "tuna")

who does what (here- "nagutta") to whom, there are always prosodic

means. But surely "via wa" will be avoided in most cases where

ambiguity nay arise. But even if tnis were not tno ca.sc, the iect

that the one "wa" commutes with "ga", but not with "wo", whilst the

other commutes with "wo", but not with "ga" makes the structure fully

recoverable, and vie do not have to give an interpretation which is too

absurd for words.

much of this is relevant to the interpretation of "Kircsima via

kaki wa inai" (Cf. (5-4), P- 43) . Taken in the meaning in which. I

have presented it ( i.e. with the identity indicated), the first "wa"
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commutes with "tie", which marks it as standing in a position more

peripheral that the PES. Though I have not pone into such structures,

it is a position I should like to call "adjunct". Consequently "kaki

wa umai" validly commutes with any PES of any kind. This is easily

corroborated, and therefore, it is even nore out of the question than

in the previous case that here we have a case of diverse

ce termination.
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